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INTRODUCTION 

People enter the dairy business to provide income for 

themselves. Though dairymen have fared well in recent 

years, it is becoming a risk:er business as inflation slows 

on land and cattle values, lessening a manager's ability to 

survive periodic cash deficits. The manager of a dairy 

operation must frequently make decisions on the basis of 

time, effort and cost associated with alternatives. Often, 

new managemen~ strategies are implemented without a complete 

evaluation of their probable financial consequences. This 

evaluation requires that alternatives of management deci-

sions be quantified. 

Presently information is available whicr. tabulates pro-

duction, feeding and reproductive data from DHI records. 

This information is descriptive, but the financial variables 

included are few and not necessarily current. Financial 

information is available independently in the form of farm 

record systems, which are accurate. Farm finance records do 

not include the production and management variables neces-

sary for combined analysis. Records of specific management 

practices and facilities are necessary to determine the 
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relationships among and effects o.: management conditions on 

previously recorded production ar.d financial data. This 

informa~ion must be collected directly from far~ managers. 

The collection of financial and production records 

under different management practices yields much information 

on the influence of management strategies on profitability. 

The development of statistical models yields equations which 

predict probable profitability of a dairy enterprise based 

on the in.:luence of several rr.anagement strategies. This 

in.:ormation will aid farmers and extension perso~nel in 

determining how to best achieve a profitable operation, 

while reducing the risk involved. It will also enhance the 

decision-making and problem-solving capab:.. li t.ies of 

researchers in dairy herd management. Fi:-lancial insti tu-

t:..ons may also make note of these findings, as they provide 

a means cf estimating debt repayment ability, altho~gh his-

torical records frcm existing cpera~ior.s are always prefera-

ble. 



OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this project were to: 

1. assemble an extensive combination of production, manage-

ment, and f.i.!'lancial records from several randomly 

selected farms, 

2. determi::-ie the relations:hip of these variables to four 

measures of profit, 

3. identify prospective topics fo~ fu~~re studies. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

All research with dairy cattle is affected by manage-

ment decisions. This review addresses the effects of dif-

fering management practices as they influence income and 

other variables pertinent to pr~fitability. 

!t has been stated (6) that :::-espcnse -:c r::ar.agemer.t 

p'?'."actices is greater 

i!'lcome indices. This 

when :neasured by producti O!"l than by 

is logical as milk production is only 

one component of income, with costs having a great influence 

on net income. Production can increase a~ a less than 

cost-effective rate. To the majority of dairy~e~, an 

increase in net re~urns is of grea~er sign~ficance to herd 

management decisions than is increasing productior.. 

.l\l though they were referring to genetic responses, Lin and 

Allaire (19) stated in this vei!'l that continued gains over 

time may net always lead to continued increases in profit or 

net return. There is in fact a point of diminishing 

returns, al though most dairymen probably have not reached 

it. That point is rather elusive, however, and changes over 

time. 

4 
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It has also been said ( 9) t!:a t experime:.tal response 

often exceeds response on commercial farms ar.d it has been 

advocated that important results be estimated under farm 

conditions. 

Several researchers (11, 16, 23, 29) have surveyed man-

agement practices. Data for these projects were collected 

by mai 1 or from exi sti!"lg DH! and fi!"lanc i al records, some 

:rorn instit~tic!'lal or college farms. In general these s~ud-

ies were unable to pinpoint manage~ent factors which 

affected profitability per cow. ~hey pointed cu~ economies 

of scale and found that size and labor combinations caused 

changes in overall profitability. However these dif:erences 

were size dependent. Nott et: al. (23) additionally found 

that veterinary cost per cow a!"ld mortality rate in young 

stock increased as herd size i!"lcreased. 

Speicher and Lassiter ( 29) in a study of 340 farms 

reported that milk sold per cow explai~ed gross income per 

cow but was only of tertiary importance to net farm income. 

Other researchers (20, 22) have looked at the financial 

importance of DHI records. These studies measured differ-

ences in production between DHI and non-DH! herds and 

reported differences of $50 to $449 in milk sold per cow, 

but did not include expense items. 
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Bratton (5) showed a ~87 kg d:fference between DHi and 

non-DHi average product::.on for 583 New York dairy farms. It 

is not known how these differences relate to income. Miller 

et al. (22) concluded that DH! estimates of feed costs other 

than concentrates were of little value. Concentrate costs 

seemed reliable and were strongly related to income over 

feed costs. 

Bratton (5) pointed cut that many observations are nee-

essary to isolate the effects of partic-....la:r prac~ices en 

dairy operatior.s. Observations must incorporate management 

practices and business measures. 

Dillon (9) noted a difference between statistical sig-

nificance and econom::.c significance. The dairyman is not 

concerned whetI'.er a 5% or less chance exists :or no 

response. He must :it a pan:icu!.ar practice with his own 

probab::.lity circumstances, and must decide if a practice is 

beneficial, even though its risk of fai 2.ure may be 30% or 

so. 

Blosser (4) examined the economic consequences of mas-

ti tis. He p~aced the cost o! mastitis at $117 per cow per 

year, including lost production, discarded milk, increases 

in veterinary expense, medicines, and labor, lost cattle 

value and increased cost of replacements. 
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Andrus and McGilliard (1) found masti~is made a nega-

tive contribution to ir.come, a~ the rate of $13 per year per 

cow per case of mastitis. This contribution was only 59% as 

important as milk production in describing the profit func-

tion. Appleman et al. ( 3) using a mail survey found that 

production increased in herds where all cows were dry 

treated, but did not state how thiG related to incidence of 

mastitis. 

Appleman ( 2) in a s"t.udy o: 449 farms also showed an 

addi ti vi -cy to the effects of dry trea::ment, teat dipping, 

separate dry cow rations and cow grouping on production. 

Annual production increased from 250 kg per cow for !':.erds 

using one practice to 887 kg £or herds using all four. 

Several s"t.udies (6, 11, 12, :.9) have looked a"t. 'Che 

effects of age of first calving (AGECALV). Gill and Allaire 

( 12) repor"Ced 'Chat AGECALV cor!:"ela ted negative 1 y with pro-

duction and a pro:it function. They hypothesized that indi-

vidual cows calving at early ages may be associated with 

higher relative reproductive efficiency throughout life. 

Lin and Allaire ( 19) found a linear relationship between 

AGECALV and average production, reporting a gain of 138 kg 

milk per cow in the first lactation for each one !'Tlonth of 

younger AGECALV. 3ratton (6) found a quadratic relationship 

between AGECALV and production, with an optimal herd average 
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age of 29 to 30 months. Bratton also found that herds with 

younger average age of first calving were younger herds on 

the average, with heavier culling and higher production as 

well. 

Gill and Allaire 

between AGECALV and 

( 13) found a quadratic :-elationship 

production. However they identified 

optimal age at 25 months. Investigating the effects of days 

open, t~ey found an optimum for lifetime profit at ~24 days. 

':his was 3:% of t:otal lactation days plus dry days, with 

~ifetime p:-ofit es~imated to increase $8.50 per cow for each 

percentage increase. The optimal percent days open was 

higher for production than the 31% reported for income. 

Olds et al. ( 24) inves-:igated the effec-:s of days cpen 

and fc~nd with 40 to 14C days open, firs~ calf heifers expe-

rienced a 4.5 kg mil~ loss per day open and 8lder ccws expe-

rienced a 8.6 kg loss per day open beyond 40. 

Bratton (5) repcrted that average days dry was signifi-

cantly negatively related to both milk sold and operator 

income. Gill and Allaire (13) derived the optimal number of 

days dry to be 42 for maximum profit. 

Income over feed cost (IOFC) has been studied by sev-

er al researchers ( 7, 21, 22) . Brown and White ( 7) found 

that linear prediction models including concentrates fed, 

succulents fed, dry forages fed, percent days in milk, price 
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of grain, other feed costs, price of :nilk, herd size, and 

days on pasture accurately (R 2 =.99) described IOFC. Mc Dan-

iel et a~. ( 21) found that the predictive va:ue for !CFC 

could be increased by adding body weight, weight gain during 

lactation and forage intake for i:idi vidual cows. McDaniel 

et al. also stated that IOFC appeared to be an accurate 

indicator of profitability for cow culling. 

Miller et al. ( 22) found that en a herd basis, concen-

trates fed was the cr.ly ~eas~re wh:ch reLated to !CFC. 

y:eld explained about 5C% of the variatior. in IOFC. 

Milk 

It has been suggested (12, 19, 21) that individual cow 

culling might be best accomplished through the design of a 

simplified profit Lmction which ;.;oul.d include more vari-

ables t!"lar. m:.::.k prod~ct.:.on alone, but still contai~ less 

than complete infor:nation. IOFC seems to be one accurate 

basis for culling cows, ar.d age of first calv:ng also influ-

e:ices profit. 

Several authors ( 9, 14, 18) have reported ·J'ariabi li ty 

in net worth and cash flow. These studies have a size 

dependency associated with their financial information. 

Hinman and Hutton (14) noted that as equity decreased, vari-

ation in cash operating income increased. This indicates 

greater cash flow instability in low equity herds. 
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Knoblauch ( 17, 18) exami::ied the effects of available 

cash on debt payment ability. He :::-eported generally that 

equity of greater than 50% was required to avoid periods of 

negative residual cash. Ratic of short term to long term 

debt was judged to be important to repayment ability. 

The calculation of a management charge ( 8, 27) is a 

difficult concept. By deducting the owner's labor and man-

agement :rom net cash income, a return to capital may be 

calculated. Burrell ar.d Hill (8) state that ''the appropri-

ate vaiuation of the contribution of the inputs of a farmer 

and his family is that which they would receive if exactly 

comparable inputs were brought in from outside." Tradition-

ally, the manage~en~ charge has been considered proportional 

to far:r. size. For simplicity I this cr.arge has of":en been 

de!ined as a component of the percentage return to capital. 

'l'he retu!:"n used in th:i.s s"::udy of 

includes the effec": of inflation. 

10% on i.::west.ed capital 

In the :::;ast ten years 

capital gains on farm land (unrealized) have exceeded net 

farm income (26). Inflation cannot be ignored, but there 

are many possibilities for calculating and interpreting it. 

Due to factors such as risk, an appropriate rate of return 

may be quite subjec~ive. It may be appropriate to add land 

value increases to profit as appreciation, or charge a rate 

of 2-3% on invested capital which would be discounted for 
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inflation and equiva:ent tc tI'.e cost of borrowing money in 

terms of real purchasing ability (28). 

Severa.!. researchers ( 9, 14, 17, 24) have reported the 

need to s~bjectively classify and delete data when necessary 

to better represent average conditions. These judgements 

must be made in a reasonable manner on the s~rength of evi-

dence and prio~ information. Deletion of data risks being a 

manipulation of conclusions. 



A personal 

management and 

PROCEDURES 

interview was used to obtain 

financial records desired. It 

the detailed 

provided a 

means of insuring survey completion as well as providir.g 

uniformity, as questions would not be ~isinterpreted if the 

interviewer could clarify ambiguities. The survey was 

designed to provide inforrna~ior. about the physical plant of 

the dairy, management practices, and financial information 

not avai:able from other sources. The information collected 

d~ring the survey is in Appendix II, items l to :2~. 

To sa~ple a reasonab:e number of farms without exceed-

ing time and financ:al cons~raints, the geographical area of 

the survey was limited. By choosing :cur counties which are 

dairy-oriented and easily accessible, it was possible to 

select !'rom a popula~ion of 270 cf the state's 918 DH! 

herds. These counties included Rockingham, Augusta, Frank-

lin, and Bedford. Herds were grouped by size and production 

categories of 10th to 30th percentile, 40th to 60th percen-

tile and 70th to 90':.h percentile. This categorization is 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

12 
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AVERAGE NUMBER OF COWS IN MILK 
43 62 68 'OJ 100 1S1 

SI.So----------. ---------. 
8 OHi 23 OHi 15 OHi 

I. OHi Selected 12 OHi Selected 7 OHi Selected 

2 Non-OHi Selects: 2 Non-OH! Se{L'Cted ~ 4 Non-OHi Se{ected 
6170 _____ ___, ..._ ______ ------

~ 6430,__ ______ ___, ------------
u 
a:: 8 OHi 
~ 
z 
0 

4 OHi Selected 

16 OHi 13 OHi 

8 OHi Selected 7 OHi Selected 

t; 2 Non-OHi Selected 3 Non-OHi Selected 0 Non-OHi Selected 
6 692S ______ ~-----· ------
~ 71ss--------"'1 ------
a... 

6 OHi 11 OHi 18 OHi 

3 OHi Selected 6 OHi Selected 9 OHi Selected 

2 Non-OHi Selected 2 Nm-OHi Selected 0 Nm-OHi Selected 
7870 ______ --------------

Figure 1: Number of herds by size and production 
percentiles. 
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After selecting those herds which fit t~e size by pro-

duction categories, 118 herds remained in the sample. These 

herds were randomized within category and half o: each group 

was selected. The final sa~ple group then contained 60 ran-

domly chosen herds ir. a 4-ccunty area and 58 alternate 

herds, to be surveyed only if some of the 60 declined. To 

compare DH! and non-DHI herds, two non-DHI herds were inter-

viewed from each category. These herds were chosen by the 

county age~t ir. each co~nty tc approximate the s:ze and pro-

duction categories. Herds could not be :our.a to approximate 

two of the categories (see Figure 1) . 

non-DHI herds was not necessarily random. 

This sa:np!.ing of 

Once the samples were chosen, letters were sent to each 

DHI herd explaining the survey and the chance they :night be 

contacted (see Appendix II! for a copy of this letter). The 

lette!:"s were :nailed to herds in one county at a ~irne so that 

receipt would not precede the personal contact with the 

interviewer by more than a week. Personal contact was made 

with the farms by telephone approximately a week after the 

letters were sent. Appointments were set and directions to 

the farm noted. Non-DHI herds were also contacted at this 

time, and the study was explained to them over the phone. 

Each dairy was visited pe!:"sonally and the survey was 

answered by either the owner or £arm manager. The inter-
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viewer asked the questions, cla~ified misunderstandings, and 

recorded responses. While the dairyman discussed the sur-

vey, the interviewer was able to screen and verify question-

able answers. Each survey took one to two hours, and all 

were co~pleted between November 1980 and January 1981. 

Letters of appreciation were sent to all farmers inter-

viewed (see Appendix IV) ar.d to the alternates not inter-

viewed (see Apper.dix V). After an initial analysis of data 

was comp~eted, a~other letter was sent to a:l of the 

involved dairymen to maintain co:n:act and demonstrate the 

utility of the data they provided (see Appendix VI for a 

copy of this letter). At the , . 
conc~us1on of all surveys, 

data were summarized and merged with the November 1980 DHI 

records obtained for each farm from the Dairy Reco::::-ds Pro-

cessing Center, Raleigh, NC. The non-DHI C..erds were sur-

veyed for additional information regarding production, mas-

titis and size. The average nurr.ber of cows reported in milk 

was used as the size o: the non-DH~ herds. Production val-

ues for these herds was computed as follows for purposes of 

comparison to DHI herds. 

Rolling Herd Average = 
lbs. of milk shipped per day x 365 

total no. of cows 
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Since DHI mas ti tis scores were not available for t!1e 

non-DH! herds, their average somatic cell counts as deter-

mined from producer slips were recorded, or if only a WMT 

score was available, this was converted according to the 

following legend (14). 3ut~erfat percer.tages were also 

determined from producer slips. 

WMT Score Serna tic Cell Count --- ---· 
c - 6 f'\ - 200,0CC v 

7 - 12 200,000 - 400,000 

13 - 17 400,000 - 750,000 

18 - 21 750,000 - 1,000,000 

The ~inanc:!.al effects o: diffe!:'ent management !:'egimes 

were defined by :ou!:' measures of pro:itability. 

Ne~ Cash Inco:ne (NTCSHINC) - this .:s milk sold plus 

beef sales plus dairy sales plus miscellaneous income, :ninus 

all cash expenses except income taxes. Interest is a cash 

expense, while principal payments are not. 

Profit (PROFIT) - this is NTCSEINC plus changes in 

inventories of livestock, feed, land, buildings, machinery, 

and e~~ipment, minus depreciation of 12.5% on the machinery 

inventory ( 8 years, straight-line), minus depreciation of 

1.2% on the land and buildings. Since lar.d is not deprecia-
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ble, this is approximately 5% depreciation en the buildings 

or 20 years straight-line depreciation. 

Real Profit (REALPROF) - ~his is PROF!T with the cash 

interest expense added back, minus a charge of 10% of all 

invested capital (including equity), minus $15,000 per year 

for family living expenses. This is the most complete 
~. . , _::..nanc1a... measure as it compares the profitability of the 

dairy operation to an opportunity cost for the capital 

invested in the operation. A positive REAL~ROF indicates a 

ra~e of ret~rn on ir.vestment exceeding 10% per year. In:la-

tion has some effect on this as has been discussed. 

Cash Available (CASHAVAL) - this is NTCSH!NC, minus the 

cash principal payment and $15,000 family living expenses. 

The total is mul~iplied by .80 for risk and uncer~ainty. It 

measures cash available for additior.al investment. 

The definitions of other variables may be found by 

locating the variable in the alphabetic list in Appendix I, 

and cross-referencing to Appendix !I. 

Budgeted and realized expenses for conducting the sur-

vey are in Table 1. Expenses were close to those b~dgeted; 

$17 per herd. 

The data are described in ~he next section, Character-

is~ics of Data. The characteristics described are grouped 

into six separate sections and the results of analyses of 

variance are also grouped ir. this manner. The sections are: 
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Table 1. Budgeted and ~ealized expenses for survey. 

Amount Amount 
budgeted spent 

Accomodations $400 $350 

Meals $250 $280 

Postage $ 50 $ 45 

Telephone $100 $ 50 

Transportation $500 $570 

Total $1300 $1295 

Per Herd $ 17 $ 17 
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1. M~lking Sys~ems a~d Practices 

2. Reprod~c~ion and Genetics 

3. Feeding Practices 

4. Calf Raising Practices 

5. Financial Information 

6. DH! In~ormation 



AD~UST~ENTS TO DATA 

In some instances, the raw form of data collected was 

not suitable to correlation and regression analysis. Some 

continuous variables were classified discretely for analyt-

ical purposes. These class variables include STAL, UNITS, 

CVD, CLD, CVHP and S7AL~I~, fu:ly described :r. the append-

ices. Other variables had to be changed so ~hat the numeric 

value assigned would be meaningful in more than a descrip-

describes the type of tive sense. For exa~ple, STORAGE 

storage used for ensi led .:eeds. There are eight possible 

responses, but only three major storage types. To compare 

these storage types and 't.heir co:":tbinatj.ons, a ranking was 

needed to differentiate them on the basis of annual cost of 

ownership. Bunker silos at the lowest anr.ual cost were 

assigned a value of l, oxygen-li~iting units at the highest 

annual cost of ownership were assigned a value of 3 and com-

binations were assigned intermediate values. Several ether 

variables were treated in this manner and the changes are 

listed in =iqure 2. 

20 
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Old Coding Adjusted Coding 

If STORAGE = 4 .... 
i .... was changed to 1. 5 

5 2.0 
6 2.5 
7 2.0 
8 1. 0 

If HEATDET = 1 it was changed ~o 2.0 
2 1. 0 
3 0.5 
4 1.5 

If BREEDWHO = 2 it was changed to 1.0 
3 2.0 
4 2.0 
5 1.0 
6 :!. • 5 

T& BREDWHEN = 2 i 't was changed to l. 0 -.... 
3 2.0 
4 1. 0 
5 l. 0 

r: -.... PREGCHEX = 2 it was changed to 1. 0 
3 2.0 
4 3.0 
5 1. 5 
6 1. 5 
7 :i. 5 

~f :-'IILKEOW = 2 ; --.... was changed to 0.5 
If COLOSTOR = 3 it was changed <:o :.s 

> 4 2.5 
If C~OPS = 4 i l: was changed to 3.0 

5 2.0 
6 deleted 
7 deleted 
8 3.0 
9 3.0 

If MIXRATN > 1 it was changed to 1 
If CALFAL2 = 2 .... 

11.. was changed to 1 
4 3 

> 6 deleted 
r: - .... VET = 0 it was changed to deleted 
If NUMB STUD = 0 .... 

i .... was changed to deleted 

Figure 2: Recoding of classified survey variables. 



CHARACTERISTI~S OF DATA 

Milking 

To understand these data it is necessary to describe 

the variables and investigate their underlying relatio~-

ships. An alphabetic list of variable names is in Appendix 

I, and a description of each variable may be four.d in Appen-

dix I I. 

All but two of the herds in the survey milked twice a 

day. These herds averaged an 11 hour interval between morn-

ing and eve~:.ng milkings and 13 hours during the n:.ght. ~he 

milking systems averaged 9.0 s~alls, 5.8 milking units, and 

1.7 persons ~ilking. The average number o: cows milked per 

hour was 37. Forty-seven percent of the herds received Fos-

somatic somatic cell count (FOM) scores. 

Three brands of milking 

surveyed herds, with De Laval 

systems comprised 95% of the 

dominating at 64%. Fifteen 

percent of the herds were milked in flatbarns, 50% in side-

opening parlors, 33% in herringbone parlors and one herd in 

a rotary parlor. Twenty-six percent had contracted for rou-

tine check-up and servicing of the milking system. 

22 
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Sixty-two percent used individual paper towels to d:::-y 

udders, while 29% used a common cloth towel. Twenty percent 

did not dip teats; the remaining group was split equa!.ly 

between the use of iodine-based teatdips and lanolin/glyce-

rin-based products. Three herds in the survey used some 

variation of bleach as a teatdip. Forty percent of the 

herds did not clean teat ends with a sterile alcohol pad 

prior to ir.trarnamrnary infusions. 

Thirty-three percent of the herds milked cows last with 

clinical masti~is, while the remainder of the herds milked 

these cows when they randomly arrived and then ri:lSed the 

milking unit before attaching it to the next cow. Seventy-

three percent of the herds dry t:::-eated every milking animal, 

19% selec~ively treated cows with past histories of mastitic 

inf !.ammation, and 8% did not use any dry trea~~ent. 

Correlations were used initially to identify and meas-

ure rel a ticnships be tweer. variables. ~hese relationsh~ps 

provide interesting in:ormation, bu~ because they are meas-

ured independently from other factors, they are not as mean-

ingful as regression analysis. 

GOODPRAC is a count of six recommended milking manage-

ment practices. The components of GOODPRAC are in Table 2 

and were associated with AVGPROD and MASTALL, although sig-

nificance was infrequent. GOODPRAC does relate positively 
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Table 2. Correlations between components of GOODPRAC and 
AVGPROD and MASTALL. 

TOWELS STRIP ALCPADS V~.COFF DRYTRTMT 

AVGPROD .OS .13 .13 .02 .06 

MA STALL -.11 -.07 .10 .01 -.30 1 

TEATDIP .36~ .13 . 31 1 . l 1 .32 1 

7C\'lE~S .C3 .3i: .06 .28 2 

STRIP .12 -.cs .31 1 

ALCPADS .06 .27 2 

VACOFF -.08 

1s:.gnificantly di:ferer.t from zero (p < .01) 

2 Significantly different from zero (p < .05) 

1 Significantly di:fe:::ent .:rom zero (p < .10) 
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to AVGPROD as will be discussed later and seen in Table 3. 

Use of towels, teat dip, and al.cohol pads generally occurred 

together. Dry treatment was positively related to all 

GOODPRAC variables except VACOFF. Dry treatment had no cor-

relation with AVGPROD, but was associated with a decrease in 

mastitis. The hours of use an inflation ::-eceived before 

replacement was highly negatively related to AVGPROD, but 

not to MASTALL (Table 3). 

Many of the measurements made o: rnil~ing syste~s showed 

relat.:..cr.ships between the age of t:I'.e system, milk line diam-

eter, vacuum line diameter, number of milking units, vacuum 

pump horsepower, type of parlor, number of people milking 

and nu:nber of milking stalls. Most of t!':.ese rel.ationships 

were re.:.a-:ed as expec:.ed. For example, we f.:..~d a l.arg.er 

nu~ber of milking stalls was associated with a larger nu:nber 

o: mi:king units, a larger vacuum pump, larger mi~k and vac-

uum lines and more people mi ~king. Chi square tests of 

independence are listed in Table 4 as ::eld verification of 

normal logic. 
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Table 3. Correlations of inflation usage with MASTALL and 
AVGPROD. 

MAS TALL AVGPROD ERSINFL 

GOODPRAC .11 .23 2 -.01 

MA STALL -.07 .14 

AVGPROD -.29 1 

!Significantly dif=erent !rom zero (p < .C2) 

2 Significantly different from zero (p < .10) 
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Table 4. Probabilities of larger chi Sql.Oares testing inde-
pendence of milking system variables. 

Combination 

CVD x NUMBSTAL 
CVD x NUMBUNIT 
CVHP x NUMBSTAL 
CVHP x NUMBUNIT 
CLD x NUMBUNIT 

SYSTAG~ x lJUNBSTAL 
SYSTAGE x NUMBUNIT 
NU~BPERS x NU~BSTAL 
NU~BPERS x NUM3UN!T 

CVHP x CVD 
CVHP x CLO 
CVHP x SYSTAGE 
CVHF x STALUNI'l' 
CVHP x TYPEPARL 

CVD x CLD 
CVD x SYSTAGE 
CVD x STALUNIT 
CLD x SYSTAGE 
CLO x STALUNIT 

SYSTAGE x STALUNIT 
SYSTAGE x TYPEFARL 
NUMBPERS x ~YPEPARL 
NUMBPERS x STALUNIT 

?rob of > chi square 1 

.0200 

.0001 

.1300 

.0001 

.0003 

.GC20 

.0006 

.0400 

.07CO 

.0001 

.0200 

.0002 

.C006 

.0005 

.0006 

.0001 

.0700 

.0001 

.0040 

.0300 

.0001 

.0030 

.0100 

1Probabilities < .OS indicate variables were not 
independent. 
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Reoroduction and Genetics 

The most important aspect of a dairy breeding program 

is the use of artificial i:'lsemination. The herds in the 

survey bred an average of 87% of the milking cows and 47% of 

their heifers artificially. Eight percent of the herds bred 

all of the cows to a bull, while 36% bred all of their heif-

ers to a bull. Thirty percer.t c: the dairies surveyed did 

not main~ain a breed:~g bul 1, and an addition al 24% ( 54% 

total) did no": '.lse bulls for breeding cows :n -:he :nilk:.ng 

::.erd. 

Approximately half the herds had a tecl::nician insemi-

nate cows ar.d the other half had the owner or herdsman inse-

rninate. Seventy-~hree percen-: of the herds bred cows twice 

a day (after each ~ilking), 15% bred once a day at a regu-

larly scheduled time, and the remainder bred whenever cor.-

venien~. The surveyed herds observed cows for heat an aver-

age o: three times per day with 2, 3 ar.d 4 ti:nes per day 

predominating at 42%, 24%, and 20%. Eighty-~wo percent of 

the herds did the majority of heat detec~ion while the cows 

were on a dirt surface even though 46% had some portion of 

their concrete barnyard grooved to reduce cow slippage. 

Forty-five percent of the herds began breeding cows 

back by forty-five days post-partum while 30% waited until 

60 or more days post-partum before breeding a cow. Only 54% 
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of the herds surveyed kept wr.! tten records of heat dates. 

Sixty-five percent of the dairymen used some type of heat 

detection aid, with the K-Mar bubble marker most popular 

representing 55% of the heat detection aids. About 30% of 

the herds using detection aids utilized either chalk on the 

tail-head or a co~bination of chalk and the K-Mar detectors. 

Seventy-five percent of the herds purchased all of 

their semen from one P. •• I. organization and only 8% bought 

from three or more studs. Twe~~y-seven percent of the herds 

used six er fewer bulls per year and only 10% used more than 

twelve bulls. On the average, 8.8 bulls were used per year. 

Fifty percent of the dairymen would not use semen from 

unproven or iow-repeatability (less than 50%) bu l. ls t 

althoJgh 65% stated ~ha~ ~hey would JSe a bull hith no pre-

dieted dif:::erence for type (PDT) . f' 1.- his productior.. proof 

satisfied t~eir cr:terion. Type traits w~ich dairymen felt 

needed the most selec~ion for irnprcvement in their own herds 

were, in order of frequency, feet, hind legs, and udder sup-

port. 

Sixteen percent of the cows in the survey were regis-

tered. Registered herds ~ended to be newer and larger oper-

ations with higher sales of dairy cattle and higher sales of 

beef (culls ar.d bulls). Registered herds also ter.ded to 

breed a greater percentage of heifers artific:ally, 77% ver-
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SUS 42%. The registered herds were also associated w::. th 

higher labor costs, greater i:nvestments in land, buildings 

and livestock and a la:::-ger total debt. These differences 

may be :::-elated to size, however. Registered herds were neg-

atively related to all four measures of profitability, how-

ever none of these differences was significant. A compari-

son of some differences between registered and commercial 

cperations ~ay be found in ~able 5. 

Many of t~e differecces were expected. Registered 

breeders bcught semen from a greater number of studs, used 

more bulls per year, fewer young bulls (low repeatability) 

and few of them would use a bull without a calculated Pre-

dieted Dif:erence for ~ype (PD~). 

Regis-:.e:red herds a.:..so had a r:iuc!1 !1.:.g!"l.er percentage of 

mastitis, 2:.6% versus !3.0%. ~he cause of this d::.fference 

is not known and is unexpected given the negative re:a~ioc

ship of masti tis to higher production, younger age, highe:::-

culling rates and a ~arger GOODPRAC score four.d ir. the reg-

istered herds. 

Registe:::-ed herds were younger, calved earlier as first 

calf heifers, and had lower calf mortality. However, regis-

tered herds had a lower ratio of replacements (RATIO), which 

rnay be due to somewhat longer lactations in these herds, 

evidenced by increased days open and days dry. They may 

also have scld some heifers. 
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Table 5. Differences between registered and commercial 
operations. 

Variable 

PCTREG 
AVGNUMB 
AVGPROD 
AI COWS 
i'\.: :lE: ?ER 
NUMBS:'l.iD 
NUM3i3~LL 
FCTYGi3LS 
NOPD'!'BLS 
BR:JBACK 
DAYSOPEN 
D.A.YSDRY 
AVGAGE 
AGECALV 
TO':C'ULL 
r-'i.ASTALL 
GOODPRAC 
RATIO 
MORTAL TY 
PC7EQUIT 
LDBLDG 
MACHEQP 
LIVSTOCK 
CAPITAL 
HJV~STPC 

TOTDEBT 
DEBTPC 
LABOR 
PRCHFDPC 
LENGTH 
NTCSHINC 
NTCSHIPC 
PROFITPC 
REALPRPC 
CASHAVPC 

Herds < 50% 
Registered 

(N = 63) 

5.7% 
82 

6,526 kg 
88% 
4 - Cl L.10 

1. 2 
8.4 

10.5% 
68% 

49.8 
120 

63 
52.2 
29.7 
25.7% 
13.0% 
5.7 
.86 

12.5% 
74. 3% 

360,350 
101,983 
143,295 
606,350 

7,417 
136,633 

1,666 
9,818 

520 
7.1 

60,012 
754 
823 
-42 
314 

Herds > 50% 
Registered 

(N = 11) 

77. 3% 
91 

6,773 kg 
86% 
77% 

2.0 
:!.0.9 

6.5% 
54% 

4:9. 1 
122 

65 
50.6 
28.7 
29.8% 
21.6% 

6.3 
.76 

l0.5% 
69.0% 

530,909 
113,181 
203,182 
847,273 

8,418 
212,222 

2,332 
17,682 

521 
5.8 

63,660 
671 
673 

-207 
216 
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Registered herds had much larger capital assets, total 

debt and investment per cow than ccmmercial herds and fared 

less favorably on all four measures of prof:tability. 

Table 6 illustrates a positive relationship between the 

number of heat observations per day (HEATOBS) and the 

involvement of the owner in heat detection (HEATDET). There 

was also a strong positive association between HEATDET and 

use of a technician (BREE:JWHO). ':'his wou2.d indicate tl':at 

a-ctenL.ion to the breeding program is seen .:..r. se'Jeral ways 

w:~~in fa!:"ms. ~here were no significant rela~ions, ~owever, 

with SUCCESS or AVGPROD and BREEDWHO. 

The use of grooving in barn areas is believed to reduce 

cow sl.:..ppage and aid in heat detection and conception. 

Grooves ·,;ere posi':ively assoc.:..ated wit!: ....... ,....- .... 
'-'"-' 1.... .... herd size 

(AVGNU~J3) ar.d HEA70BS, but ~ot percentage of successful 

breedings. As seen elsewhere, however, an increase in heat 

detection observations was associated with lower breeding 

success. 
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Table 6. Correlations between breeding variables. 

HEATOBS BREEDWHO SUCCESS GRCOVES AVGPROD 

AVGNUMB .06 -.09 .08 .36 1 -.01 

HEATDET .31 1 .35 1 .00 -.02 .11 

EEATOBS .04 -.09 .22 2 .06 

BREEDWHO -.02 -.18 .20 1 

St;CC:ESS .04 - .11 

GROOVES .06 

1Significantly di!'ferent !'rom zero (p < .01) 

2 Sigr.i!'icantly dif~erent f ror:1 zero (p < .06) 

3 Significantly di:ferent f ro:n zero (p < . :i.O) 
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Feedina 

Variables in feed management include storage, manner of 

feeding, types of rations, use of feed analysis, magnet 

feeders, minerals and by-product feeds. Since feed cost is 

the largest single expense on a dairy it ought to be a major 

factor in determining profitability. 

Sixty-three percent of the farms in the survey fed the 

forage and grain portions of the ration separately. Of the 

remai~i~g percentage, slightly ever half (54%) fed a blended 

ration which had gra~n metered in wi~~ the fcrage, but r.ot 

weighed. The remainder fed a ration ~ixed in a feed wagon 

with scales. 

Al: b~~ 6% of the farmers had their forages analyzed at 

least once a year. The herds s~rveyed fed an average of 2.5 

times per day with 65% of t!'le herds feeding twice a day. 

Se'lenty-five percent of the herds grouped their cows as 

milking and dry cows, 16% did not separate dry ccws and 9% 

had two milking groups for feeding. 

Eighty-three percent of the far!Tls surveyed had outside 

consul ta ti on on the feed formulation for the herd, 14% did 

not balance their rations, and the remainder formulated 

rations t:iemselves. Ninety-six percent of the farms fed 

minerals with the ration, and 43% fed additional supplements 

such as sodium bicarbonate. 

herds used magnetic feeders. 

Twenty-five percent of the 
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Rations based on cor!'l silage were fed by 71% of the 

herds. Twelve percent used a haylage based ration, and .... ..ne 

remai.nder fed a large amount of dry hay along with corn 

silage as the forage dry ma"C.t.er. Twelve percent of the 

dairies fed by-products such as brewer's grains but only two 

herds utilized these products as a major component (more 

than 60%) of their concentrate. Many of the !arms visited 

had rel:gious beliefs which preven"C.ed the use o: by-product 

feeds. Eighteen pe?'."cent of farms fed .. ).., :-.1 g .. nois~ure 

grain, 13% usir.g it as the na3or cor:tponent o:: t:he conce!'l-

trate mix. 

Correlation coefficients provide interesti!'lg i!'lforma-

ti on and many of these results are surr.marized in Table 7. 

Ma!'ly are si~ilar to expected. When cows were fed more pur-

chased grai!'l, their product.ion and hence mi:~ sold increased 

and acco?'."dingly the !'let cash ir.come increased. The?'."e was no 

relationship, however, between purchased grain and net cash 

income per cow. The use of suppleme!'lts such as sodium 

bicarbonate is thought to maintain butterfat test during 

heavy lactation and thus be positively correlated with 

AVGPROD and SALEMKFC. We also expect to find its use asso-

ci ated with increased grain feeding ( ?RCHFDPC). What is 

interesting is ~~at while we ex~ect t.o find use of supple-

ments associated w:.. th high production, it is also expected 
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Table 7. Correlations between feeding variables. 

PRCHFDPC SUPP LEM SALEMKPC HMGRAIN 

AVGPROD .30 2 .27 2 .28 2 -.07 

PRCHF~PC .21 3 .83 1 -.06 

SUP?LEM . 26 2 -.04 

SALEMK?C .20 3 

HMGRA~N 

1 Significantly different from zero (p < .001) 

2 Significantly different from zero (p < .02) 

3 Sign1fica~tly different frcm zero (p < .10) 

NTCSHIPC 

.16 

.01 

.06 

.38 1 

.27 2 
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that their use is correlated with lower butterfat percent-

ages. This, however, does not occur among the survey herds. 

The feeding of high moisture grains was positively associ-

ated with milk sold per cow (dolla.::s) and net cash income 

per cow, but not with herd average production. 

Many logical correlations can also be observed. For 

example, farms feeding rations high in dry hay tended not to 

use hay si :.age ir. ratior:s. Al so, farms with corn si l.age 

rations fed hay silage infre~Jently. Herds which used high 

mcisture grai::. and used oxygen limi ti::.g s-c.orage ter.ded !"lo';: 

to feed in the parlor. Dairies which fed a t:otal mixed 

ration ( TMR) grouped the mi lk:ng herd and did not feed in 

the parlor. The correlations between the survey data and 

t~e DE: data regarding milk sold, ~otal feed cost: and income 

ever feed cost agree moderateiy well with one another (Table 

8) . 

Calf Raising 

The majority of calves (62%) in this survey were housed 

ir. unheated individual pens in a building. Fourteen percent 

of the farms raised calves in hutches. Seventy-five percent 

of the dairies first fed colostrum to newborn calves after 

the fi:::-st scheduled milking post-partum. Only 8% of the 

farms :::-out.inely fed colostr-um in the first hour of life, 
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Table 8. Correlations between selected survey and DHI 
variables. 

MKSOLDPC* YRIOFC* MYIOFC YRAVGTOT* TO':' FD PC 

SALEMKPC .35 1 .33 1 .67 1 .14 .46 1 

MKSOLDPC* .86 1 . 25 2 .30 2 .11 

YRIOFC* .35! .19 -.01 

MY:OFC -.09 -.34! 

YRAVGTOT* . 26 2 

AVG?ROD .95 1 .78 1 . 30 2 .32 2 . 24 2 

*DHI measure 

1 Significantly di!ferent from zero (p < .O:) 

2 Significantly different from zero (p < .OS) 
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although most allowed the calf tn remain with the dam until 

the scheduled milking. This al~ows unsupervised suckling by 

the calf. .L\ll of the farms surveyed fed colostrum for at 

least two days, but only 19% fed colostrum beyond five days. 

Seventy-five percent fed the colostrum fresh, 

remainder either fer~ented or froze the colostrum. 

and the 

At birth 

of a calf, 47% of the dairies provided no preventative care 

for the calf. Of the remainder, most dipped the calf navel 

cord ir. iodine, and some used anti-scour vaccines and v:ta-

min sho~s at birth. 

Thirty-seven percent o= the herds fed whole milk to 

their calves, 47% fed a milk-pro~ein replacer, and the 

remainder fed either a vegetable protein milk replacer or a 

combination of ite~s. Sixty-five ;:iercent of t:ie farms fed 

calves with a nipple and the remainder had calves drink ~ilk 

from a pai:, general~y by one week of age or earlier. Thi:::--

ty-seven percent of the herds fed some of ~hei:::- w: th.'leld 

mastitic or antibiotic milk to calves. 

Calves were raised !n groups after weaning on all farms 

and these groups averaged 9.0 calves. 

7.5 weeks. 

Weaning age averaged 

Reported mortality on all live-born ca~ves averaged 

12.2% through freshening. During the survey process it was 

noted that many dairymer. forget they were only raising half 
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of the animals born. A dairyman with 80 cows would have 

about 100 calves born per year. He would raise 50 heifers 

and sell 50 bull calves. I: 5 heifers die, rnortali ty is 

10%. A dairyman thinking of 100 calvings and 5 deaths may 

report 5%. Clarification of this point was made during sev-

eral interviews. 

The farms had an average of .85 heife!"s (newborns 

t.~ro;..igh springing heifers) for every cow in t!"le milking 

herd. As can be seen in Table 9, RATIO, this rr.easu!"e of 

he!"d !"eplacernents, was cor!"elat.ed wi -ch AVG?RCD, w!'lich v.-as 

negatively related to the average age at fi!"st calving 

( AGECALV). T~is would indicate that having mo?:"e available 

replacements was associated with a younger age of first 

calving, a~~hough this direct !"elationship was not signifi-

cant. RATIO was signi ficant.ly correlated with MORTALTY, 

which verifies that as the rate of calf ~ortali~y :nc!"eases, 

t.he number of heifers decreases relative to the number of 

mi !.king cows. NTCSHIPC was also seen to be !"elated to 

RATIO. This is logical as NTCSHIPC was tied to AVGPROD, 

although the relationship was not statistically significant. 

The relationship of MILKHOW and AVGNUMB indicates an 

association between increasing herd size and char.ging from 

nipple-feeding to pail-feeding calves. 



Table 9. Correlations between selected calf raising variables. 

AVGNUMb hAlIO AGECALV MlLKIWw MORTALTY NTCSHIPC 
-------------

AVGPfWD - . c 1 • jO 1 - -~02 . ~ • j 1 -. 18 • 16 

AVGNUME - . 10 - • 14 -.213 • 01 . 19 

HAllO . 20 . 13 -.282 ~23 • c. 

AGECALV - • 15 . 10 - • 011 

""" MlLKBOh .05 • 09 
.~ 

MCkTALTY -.05 

------
1Significantly different from zero ( p < • 01) 

2significantly different from zero ( p < • 05) 

3significantly different from zero ( J:; < • 10) 
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Financial 

Tr.e average dairy in the sur?ey had been operating 

approximately 14 years and owned 40, 500 kg of monthly :ni lk 

marketing base. About 38% of this base was issued by the 

Virginia State Milk Co~missior. and the remainder by the milk 

marketing cooperative. 

Fourteen percent had refinanced d~ring the year preced-

ing the survey and 35% used a short-ter:n opera"::ing :oar. dur-

ing this time period. The average values for the - . . , :1nanc1a .... 

information are mos~ interestir.g and can be :ound in Table 

10. When possible, the totals NETINC and NETEXP were com-

pared with figures from IRS Schedule F or Virginia Agrib~si-

ness Manage:nent Association (VAMA) reports. Tl:ese fig-..ires 

were wi. t!'lin twc percent of 0!1e another ir! those instances 

when compared. '°'Ios":: of the individual income and expense 

items correlated hig~ly with one another due to their size 

dependency. 

A comparison of the surveyed herds to the averages for 

75 Grade A dairies that were :nembers of VAMA in 1980 ( lO) 

shows that t:he per cow net incomes are al:nost .:..dentical 

(VAMA herds were $13 higher), but t:here were major differ-

enc es in expenses, investments a!1d equity position. The 

VAl~A herds spent $507 more per cow. These higher expenses 

were mainly in labor, purchased feed, taxes, insurance and 
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Table 10. Means and standard deviations of major financial 
variables. 1 

VARIABLE MEP..N S.D. 

SALEMILK $ 145,412 $ 84,004 
SALEMKPC 1,759 282 
BEEF 14,436 17,919 
DAIRY 2,897 7,619 
MISC INC 4,151 23,796 
NET INC 168,035 ll4, 722 
PURCHFD 43,352 3C,24l 
?RCE::':J.?C 520 .2.02 
:i?RODCOST 18,561 16,109 
TOT:'DPC 746 224 
VET EXP 2,328 2,315 
LP..BOR ll,036 15,521 
INT?YMT ll,023 18, 424 
M:::SCEXP 7,~28 6,797 
ENERGEXP 9,014 11,722 
RENTS 4,003 6,676 
NE'!'EXP 106,572 93,410 
NTCSEINC 60,540 4C,299 
LD3LDG 386,774 374,829 
~ACHEQP 103,718 101,836 
LIVSTOCK 152,445 103,359 
CAPITAL 643,677 540,5:8 
.!NVESTPC 7,574 3, 427 
PC'I'EQtJIT 73% 19% 
EQUITYPC 5,815 3,234 
FRINC:PMT 12,151 18,211 
INVLVSTK 6,194 18,629 
INV FEED -8,000 14,129 
INVLDBLDG 13,854 39,790 
TOTDEBT 148,362 154,716 
PCTCDEBT 6.4% 19% 
PCT!DEBT 49.2% 48% 
PCTLT!:>ET 44.4% 46% 
AVGIN':'RT 9.6% 5.6% 
NTCSHIPC 742 348 
PROFITPC 801 689 
REALPRPC -66 809 
CASHAVPC 300 338 

1 De:i~itions in Appendix I!, PC indicates per cow. 
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miscellaneous expenses. It is possible tha:: VAMA herds have 

considerably less family ~abor than the herds in this sur-

vey. VAMA records repor::ed an average of 3. 95 full-time 

employees and reported $130 per cow more labor expense than 

surveyed herds. Survey herds averaged a total of 2.70 

employees, when the manager and fa:ni ly labor was included 

and five parttime enployees were equiva:ent to one fulltime 

employee. Survey he!:"ds averaged 205, 240 kg milk sold per 

man and 3: mil~~ng cows per nan. 

While VAMA herds spent $125 more for purchased feed per 

cow, they also had investmen~s in lar.d which were $1500 less 

per cow than the surveyed herds. ! t is possible t!'lat the 

VAJ.VJ.A herds had less land and grew a smaller percer.tage of 

thei!:" ~ . ... eea. t!:e su!"veyed ~erds had feed production 

costs only $30 higher pe!:" cow t~an the VAMA farms. 

Differences in taxes and insu=ance may be somewhat 

influer.ced by several of the farms in the survey being mem-

be:::-s of a religious community which did not believe in 

insurance and in some ins":ances purchased land for chu:::-ch 

members. The tax consequences of church involve~ent in land 

holdings is not known. 

The VAMA herds paid more interest per cow, had $300 

higher debt per cow, and an average equity of 64% versus 77% 

for the surveyed herds. Investments in livestock were the 
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same. VA!"1A herds had less :i.and investment and much less 

machinery and equipment ( $665 less per cow). V.'Au'V'iA herds 

milked 25 more cows. The total investment per cow was 

approximately $2200 less in VAMA herds than the surveyed 

herds. VAMA herds had considerably more non-cash income 

than the surveyed herds in the form of increases in inven-

tory. 

As seen in Table 11, as the nu:nber of cows i~creased 

there was nc effect on production but NTCSH!NC, INTPYMT, and 

PRINC?MT ir.creased. Note that these are not per cow. None 

of these financial measures was related ~o AVGPROD. The 

strong relationship between INTPYMT ar.d FRINCPMT demon-

strates repayment (retirement) of debt is accompanied by 

pay~er.t of interest. The negative relationship betNeen 

!NTPYMT and PCTEQlF::T is also very logical, for as eq-.ii ty 

grows, the amount of borrowed capi t.al ar.d associated cash 

interest c~arges are necessarily red~ced. PC':'EQUI7 and 

LENGTH were very positively related, as one would expect 

both debt retirement and asset appreciation to increase per-

cent equity over time. 

Table 12 illustrates the high degree of agreement 

between all measures of profit. It is interesting to note 

that while the total amount of capital was positively corre-

lated to NTCSH:!:NC, PROF'!:.T ar.d CASP..AVAL, when a charge was 



Table 11. Correlc...tions between n1cijor financial vnriables. 
·------·-------------·---·--

AVGPRCD 1'1TCSHINC I NT PYMT PRlNCPl-:T PCTECUIT LENGTH 
----

A VG N U~H: . 01 .76 1 -o3 • c:. . 3 1 1 • 17 • 10 

AVGPHOD . 1 IJ . 05 -.06 • 17 . 15 

NTCSIJ I NC 2'3 • r.: ~62 • c:. -92 • c. - lj 1 • j 

1NTPYM1 .5~1 -.223 -.06 

PRINCPM1 - • 12 - • 13 

PCTEQUIT . 51 1 
.,.. 
°' 

----------· 
1sicnificantly different from zero ( p < • 01) 

2Signif.icantly diff"erent from zero ( p < . 05) 

3significantly different fr on, zero ( r < . 10) 
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Table 12. Correlations between profit measures, production 
and invested capital. 

PROFIT REALPROF CASHAVAL CAPITAL AVGPROD 

NTCSHINC .70 1 .39 1 .89 1 .s2 1 .08 

PROFIT .84 1 .58 1 .28 1 -.11 

REALPROF .37 1 - . 25 2 -.19 

C:ASHAVAL .27 2 .lO 

CAPITAL . ::.o 

1 Sig~i~icantly different from zero (p < .01) 

2 Significantly differer.t from zero (p < .05) 
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made for owning this capital ( oppo::::-tuni ty cost), REALPROF 

was not dependent on the amount of invested capital. 

AVGPROD was not related to any of the profit measures. The 

two cash measures, NTCSE!NC and CASHAVAL, were highly corre-

lated as were the two pro.:it measures. 

On a per cow basis (Table 13) the re is sti 11 a very 

high degree of relations~ip between tI'.e profit measures. As 

expected, as average :nterest rate (AVGINTRT) increased, the 

profitability o: the far~ decreased, but t~is trend was sig-

. - . .. l 
:i~r:can~ cn_y :er CASHAVPC . As INVES':PC increased the \:WO 

cash flow measures were not . . - . +- • sign.::: ican~J.. y af.:ected, but the 

two profit measures decreased. PROFITPC was negatively 

affected by large INVSS7PC due to greater depreciation asso-

ciated wit~ a iarger :nvest~ent. REAL?RPC was a!fected much 

~ore tI'.an PROF!TPC because ~he interest on investment addi-

tionally reduced REAL?RPC as !KVEST?C increased. 

Also of inte?:"est is the response seen to ::::hanges in 

EQUITYPC. Neither NTCSHIPC, PROF!TPC or CASF..AVALPC were 

significantly correlated with EQUITYPC. However, when an 

interest charge on all capital, including equity, was 

deducted from the profitability measure (REALPROF), the 

trend was reversed to a significantly negative relationship. 

Once again, while t~e dairy may have a satisfactory 

cash flow, the cost of owning farm assets did not compete 



Table 13. Correlations between per cow profit measures and selected 
variables. 

PROFIT PC hEA I.PR PC CASHAVPC AVGINTHT 
------------

NTCSHIPC . 5 7 1 • 117 1 O" 1 • "c 

PROFIT PC .90 1 .52 1 

HE.ALPRPC . 4 1 1 

C/ISBAVPC 

/\\iGINTRT 

ECUITYPC 

1significantly different from zero (i:, < .0001) 

2significantly different from zero (1; < .05) 

- . 18 

- . 18 

- • 111 

"6 2 -.c 

EQUITYPC 

. 102 

. 12 2 

-.50 1 

.08 

. 05 

INVEST PC 

. 01 

- • 12 

-.50 1 

-.06 "' '-D 

-.06 

. 9 3 1 
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favorably with the opportunity cost of the capital invested 

ir. tr.e dairy operation. Ir.f:ation of land values has tradi-

tionally provided cornpensaticn for The .:inan-

cial insti~utions apparently recognize this sit~ation as 

there was a correlation of .93 between INVESTPC and 

EQUITYPC, which means as the investment per cow increased so 

did the equity per cow. The institutions are not .:inancing 

Operations ":O r.igh levels Of invest:nent per COW. Rather, 

the farmer is re-investing in h:s operation or gaining 

equity t~rough i~flation. 

Dai..£.Y !-:erd ~over:-:ent _!~fo_r:nation 

T!ie DHI i~formation was used to investigate relation-

ships between the survey data and production measuremen~s. 

DH: data were from the December herd summaries provided by 

-:he Dairy Records Processing Center, Raleigh, ~C. This 

coincides as closely as possible to the date of the survey, 

and the year average variables represent the same 

period as surveyed. 

The surveyed herds averaged 83 cows p!'."oducing 6511 kg 

of milk and 239 kg of fat per year. Sampling st!'."atification 

for production and size !las excluded extremes. ':!'le means 

for the DHIA variables are in Table 14. The variable names 

are interpreted in Appendix II, items 125 to l68. 
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Table 14. Means and standard deviations for DHI variables. 1 

VARIABLE 

AVGNUMB 
CONC ( $/d) 
IOFC ( $/d) 
BLEND ($) 
YRBLEND ($/45 kg) 
AVGAGE (mo) 
AGECALV (mo) 
AVGPROD (kg) 
SILAGLBS (kg/d) 
FAT (kg/d) 
CONCLBS (kg/d) 
i3TRFTPCT (%) 
YRAVGMLK (kg) 
YRFAT (kg) 
YRAVGFA':' (kg) 
YRBFPC':' ( % ) 
SUCCESS (%) 
DAYSDRY (days) 
DAYSOPEN (days) 
MAS'I'2 ( % ) 
MAST4 (%) 
;•iAST8 ( % ) 
MASTALL (%) 
YRS E.~BS (kg) 
YRDRYFOR (kg) 
YE.A.RCC~C ( :-<g) 
?RODVA::..U ($) 
YRCONC ($) 
YRFDCOST ($) 
YRAVGTOT ($) 
YRIOFC ($) 
CULLDAIR (%) 
CULL?ROD (%) 
CULREPRO (%) 
CULLDIS (%) 
CULLDIED (%) 
MEHEFMLK (kg) 
MEHEFFAT (kg) 
MESECMLK (kg) 
MESECFAT (kg) 
MEALL~LK (kg) 
MEALLFAT (kg) 

MEA.J.\J 

83 
l. 43 
2.99 

13.05 
12.51 
51.0 
29.5 

6,511 
18.5 

.65 ,.. ,.. o.o 
3.49 

6,823 
18,843 

239 
3.54 
57.7 
63.3 

120.4 
9.6 
2.7 
2.3 

14.6 
482,807 

60,617 
l94,966 
149,111 

36,264 
59,443 

997 
1,085 

1. 7 
7.5 
9.4 
5.0 
3.0 

6,976 
236 

7,284 
243 

7,193 
242 

1 Def~nitions are in Appendix II. 

S.D. 

46 
.40 
.70 
.70 
.58 
5.5 
2.6 

1,150 
6.4 
.C8 
l. 8 
.l7 
593 

7,496 
2l. 9 

.13 
12.1 
8.0 

18.9 
9.4 
3.C 
3.7 

14.2 
257,952 

38,215 
93,016 
59,:73 
16,692 
24,418 

444 
232 
4.2 

11. 2 
6.4 
4.2 
2.2 
684 

26.l 
663 

25.5 
644 

24.8 
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Comparing the surveyed herds to 883 herds summa:::-.::..zed 

for Virginia DHIA in 1980 (25), the surveyed herds are very 

similar to the state average. The surveyed herds averaged 

10 fewer cows and were 127 kg lower in productior., however, 

total feed costs were $38 less per cow and the income over 

feed cost per cow was only $23 less than the state average. 

Table 15 associates selected DHIA variables. The total 

incidence of rnastitis (MAS7ALL) did not relate to the other 

variables. MAS TALL wi 11 be discussed in greater depth in 

the milking resul~s. 

The overall culling rate (TOTCULL) was negatively 

related to average herd age ( AVGAGE). As the amount of 

culling increased, AVGAGE became younger. TOTCULL had a 

positive association ~ith SwCCESS, probably due tc increased 

reproductive cul.l.ing {C':JLRE:PRO), which is a component of 

TCTCULL.... I r:creased reproductive cul ling removes difficult 

breeders and therefore increases success. As expected, 

AVGAGE and SUCCESS were negatively associated, although this 

was not significant. Older cows bred back less success-

fully. 

YRIOFC was very strongly associated with AVGPROD, indi-

cating that, in general, higher production may be more prof-

itable, even though larger feed costs might be incurred. 

AVGPROD and NTCSHIPC are also seen to be modestly positively 



Table 15. Correlations between selected DHIA variables and net cash 
income per cow. 

TOT CULL YHIOFC AVGAGE SUCCESS A VG PROD 

------· 
AVG NUMB -.C5 - • 41 1 - . 13 . 08 -.01 

t-:ASTAl.L - • 19 • 0 1 . iu2 - • 04 -.07 

TOTCULL - . 12 - • 117 1 ~ ,,3 • c:. c.. - . 13 

YRICFC .00 -.26 2 . 73 1 

A VGA GE - . 16 • 13 

SUCCESS • 28 2 

AVGPHC[; 

-----
1Significantly different from zero (p < . 01) 

~Significantly different from zero (fJ < .05) 

3significantly different from zero (~ < . 10) 

NTCSHIPC 

• 19 

-.06 

-.03 

. 21 

. 06 

. 16 

. 16 

UI 
w 
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associated with one ano~her. Eerd size (AVGNUMB) was nega-

tively related to YRIOFC, indicating a loss of efficiency or 

inability to feed cows to their individual needs in larger 

herds. 



RESULTS 

Milking 

Data regarding mil:.Cing systems allow a review of the 

types of systems used and the relationships be~wee~ milking 

system variabies, mastitis and profi~ measures. Di::fere!'"lces 

are significa~t a~ p ~ .10 unless otherwise r.cted. Differ-

ent intensities of mast:itis and a combined rnastitis score 

created from these DHI measurements showed a high degree of 

agreement wit~in herds (Table 16). Regress:on models whicr. 

used milki~g system variables s~ch as line diameters, sys~em 

age, vacuu~ pump horsepower, etc. d:d not significantly 

explain differences in percentages of mas~itis or productior. 

between herds. 

Regression of AVGPROD on classifications of SYSTAGE and 

TYPEPARL as well as linear and quadratic COWSPRHR and 

NUMBPERS showed type of parlor to have a major effect on 

production. There was :ittle difference between farms which 

milked using herringbone parlors and those using side-open-

ing parlors. The significant difference was between these 

two parlors and flat barns (stanchions), wi ~h herds using 

SS 
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Table 16. Correlations between mastitis measures. 

MAST2 

MAST4 

MASTS 

MAST4 

.so 1 

~AST8 

.93 1 

.46 1 

1Significantly different from zero (p < .006). 

M.~STALL 

. 96 1 

.68 1 

.95 1 
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flat barns averaging 680 kg less milk per cow per year than 

herds milking in parlors. Al though parlor type had a sig-

nificant effect on produc~ion, this difference in production 

did not have a significant effect on any of the profitabil-

ity measures. 

The type of parlor was also associated with differences 

in the average number of milking cows. Flatbarns were asso-

c i ated with the sma l les't. herds, side opening parlors with 

mid-sized nerds and herri!"lgbones with t:he la?:"gest herds. 

Each of these di:ferences was significant. 

The dif.:erent types of parlors ·,,ere also noticeably 

different i!1 their labor requirements. The side ope!1ing 

parlcrs in this study usually were operated by one mar., 

whi ie f la t:barns and herr:'..ngbones ?:"equi red grea~er manpower 

than the side-openings. System age was also highly related 

to type of parlor wi-:h £.!.atba.rns being oldest, side ope!1:.ng 

parlors next oldest and r.erringbones newest. 

The model of SYSTAGE, TYPE.?ARL, COWSPRHR, and NUf."lBPERS 

which affected AVGPROD also explained differences in 

MASTALL. TY?EP/l.RL was most important in ~· .; .... n ... s model, with 

flatbarns having levels of masti tis 1. 7 times higher than 

either type of parlor. These variables were confounded with 

others which were not inc~uded in the model. After investi-

gating the mil::ting system, the next consideration was the 
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milking practices on eac~ farm and ~ow the combina~ions of 

practices affect productior., mastitis and profi~s. 

GOODPRAC is a count of the number of good prac~ices 

used by the herd. Good practices include use of teatdip, 

use of paper towels for drying l.4dders, pre-stripping each 

quarter, use of alcohol pads prior to i!"ltramammary infu-

sions, release of vacuum prior to removal of rn:lking 

machi~es and dry treatment for cows. A half poi;,.t is 

awarded for selec~ive dry treatmer.~ of cows and a full point 

for dry treatment of all ~ilking cows. 

A classification model to predic~ mastitis and profit 

measures from good practices (GOODP~~C) :ailed to yield any 

significant relationships. The regression model with linear 

and quadratic GOCD?RAC provided an even poorer fit. AVG? ROD 

increased an average of 246 kg per each addi <;ional good 

practice performed and indicates that more good practices in 

the milking program lead to higher production (Figure 3). A 

model including receipt cf FOM scores as a good practice 

showed similar response. The receipt of FOM scores was 

quite important. Herds using Foss-0-Matic cell counts pro-

duced 474 kg more milk per cow and had associated advantages 

in profit. Net cash income per cow was $118 greater for 

herds receiving FOM. The only difference seen betwee!"l herds 

receiving FOM scores and those who did not was the use of 
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individual paper towels for udder drying (TOWELS), with 

herds receiving FOM scores also using individual towels. 

This indicates overall concern with sanitation and cell 

counts. Good practices were also associated with type of 

parlor; persons milking in flatbarns have had lower GOODPRAC 

scores than those in either herringbone or side-opening par-

lors. 

One notable observation made during the survey was that 

while mar.y farms decreased grain fed and number of milkings, 

generally for a period of 3 to 7 days prior to drying off 

cows, none of them reduced water intake. A cow deprived of 

grain can produce a substantial amount of milk from body 

reserves, but deprived of water for 24 hours, lactation is 

greatly reduced and drying off made easier. Faci.:.it:ies may 

not be especially suited ~o this procedure however. 

The number of cows milked per hour is a measure of 

labor efficiency. It also holds practical consideration as 

a measure of ~ime spent by cows waiting to be milked and the 

time spent milking "Che herd. 

Cows milked per hour was significantly ( R2 =. 75) 

affected by combinations of ATO, TYPEPARL, STALUNIT and 

NUMBPERS. STALUNIT was the most important variable in 

determining cows milked per hour. STALUNIT is a combination 

of numbers of sta~ls and units and is described in Appendix 
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II, items 169 to 171. A good !it (R 2 =.69) was obtained for 

cows milked per hour ( COWSPR..qR) with a model containing 

TYPEPARL, ATO, linear and quadratic NUMBSTAL, NUMBPERS and 

the products of NUMBSTAL with NUMBPERS, NlJMBSTAL with 

TYPEPARL and NUMBPERS with TYPEPARL. The most influential 

component of this model was the NUMBSTAL by TYPEPARL prod-

uct, which means that cows milked per hour in different 

milking facilities (f~atbarn, herringbone, side-opening) 

were affected differently by changes in number of stalls. 

The herringbone parlor ga:ned t~e most cows per hour by add-

ing additional stalls, 3.4 more COWSPRHR than a flatbarn 

would achieve by adding a stall and 0.8 COWSPRHR more 

(p=. 45) than a side-opening. Use of automatic take-offs 

across all facilities increased cow flow by l. 65 COWSPRHR 

(p=.50). Adding a second rnilk~r was estimated to siow milk-

ir.g by 3. 8 COWSPRHR ( p=. 55). On the average, each addi-

tional stall increased cows milked per hour by 2.7, and as 

the number of stalls increased, the number of people milking 

also tended to increase. 
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Reoroduc~ion and Genetics 

To evaluate reproductive efficiency, many variables 

were examined for their effects on days open. No signifi-

cant relationships could be found between days open and 

variables describing use of veterinarian for pre-breeding 

examinations, use of pregnancy checks, time of earliest 

breeding back, number of observations for heat, person per-

forming heat detection, veterinary expense per cow or use of 

heat detection aids. The use of any type of heat detec~ion 

aid reduced days open by an average of :.1 days. T!'lis 

decrease in days open was not related to profit or produc-

tion functions. 

The simultaneous influence of days open and days dry 

provides interesting relationships to both production and 

profit. Figure 4 demcnstra~es the relationship 0£ ave!:'age 

production, at constant NTCSHIPC, to days open and days dry. 

Production appears to be largely controlled by the number of 

days open. Beyond about 53 days dry, the response was not 

affected by increases in days dry. Differences in produc-

tion between herds seem to be more dependent on the number 

of days open, with more production from fewer days open. 

Herds with fewer days open would have a longer percentage of 

cows in peak lactation. The number of herds found at each 

extreme was small, five or six herds. 
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Figure 5 illustrates the re:ationship of NTCSHIPC, at a 

constant level of production, to days open and days dry. 

The relationship was most strongly controlled by the number 

of days dry, especially above 110 days open. Below 110 days 

open, d;lys dry had no influence on net income. Above 110 

days open, lower days dry were more profitable. This 

appears to be a further indication that responses to a given 

situation may be quite different for production and income. 

While decisions must be ~ade regarding the goal to be maxi~

ized, relationships within herds over time are probably dif-

ferent from relationships among herds at one point in time. 

It is possible that keeping days open to a mini!'llum and 

increasing days dry will increase NTCSHIPC for a given herd 

while number of milking cows is held constant. 

The success rate of conception was not related to herd 

production or profitability. The number of units of semen 

required to obtain a milking heifer can be calculated by 

adjusting the rate of conception for sex ratio, calf mortal-

ity, heifer sterii ty, and loss due to cows culled while 

pregnant. The formula used is in Appendix II, Item 227. 

Due to the potential lack of accuracy of the effects enter-

ing this variable, it was not related to production, profit-

ability, days open or success rate. The surveyed herds 

required an average of 6. 5 uni ts of semen for each heifer 
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entering the milking string, with a median of 5. 5 uni ts. 

This distribution was not syrr~etric, as several herds were 

more than three standard devia~ions beyond the mean. This 

variable has limited meaning when not measured over several 

years. 

The use of a veterinarian for comprehensive reproduc-

tive health programs provided a benefit of 448 kg of produc-

tion and $151 of net cash income per cow over use of a vet-

erinarian problems only. This relationship was 

significant for production, bu~ not significant: (p = .18) 

for net cash income. Interactions between use of a veteri-

narian {VET) and number of heat observations per day 

{HEATOBS) i~dicate tha~ larger numbers of heat observations 

when using t~e veterinar1an only for problem cows had a 473 

kg advantage over more heat observations in herds where the 

veterinarian visits regularly and has probably maintained a 

working knowledge of herd reproductive health. Interac~ion 

of VET with ~he minimum number of days between calving and 

breeding {BRDBACK) showed little effect in herds with com-

ple-ce reproductive heal th programs. But in other herds, 

each additional day decreased production and profits signif-

icantly. This loss in profitability amounted to $10 per cow 

in net cash income for each day of waiting, and 53 kg in 

production. The advantage is less for herds with reproduc-
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tive health programs because the veterinarian has identified 

individual cows according to their readiness for breeding. 

Later breeders are then more by design than accident, and 

early breeders are ready. 

Regressions of production and profits on linear and 

quadratic aqe of first calving (AGECALV) demonstrated a 

quadratic relationship. For maximization of herd produc-

tion, optimal AGECALV was 35 months, but for maximum net 

cash income (NTCSHIPC), optimal age of fi~st calving was 29 

months. Maximum ?ROFITPC occurred at 26 months, while 

REALPRPC never reached a maximum but continued to increase 

as age at calving decreased. Although the production opti-

mum of 35 months is higher than normally recommended, the 

reduced ages for income and profit seem to be moving in a 

reasonable direction. !t obviously can be costly to hold 

non-p~oductive heifers for extended periods of time. 

Genetic herd indices which were two times the ~SDA Cow 

Index herd average for cows calving in the previous two 

years were added to the data of 36 herds. To qualify, a 

herd had to have 50% of its cows with sire identification. 

Examining the regression of herd average milk production on 

average genetic ability failed to show a significant rela-

tionship between genetic potential and phenotypic expres-

sion. In fact, 99% of the differences in herd production 
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were unexplained by average cow index. This is probably 

because genetically superior A. I. sires have been readily 

available to all dairymen, and hence the variation in 

genetic quality among the sample herds is less than the 10% 

commonly expected. 

The percentage of young, low repeatability bulls used 

(PCTYGBLS) was related to genetic index, w.:th the genetic 

index for dollars of ~ilk (GDOL) increasing $2.85 for each 

1% increase in low repeatability bulls. This is roughly 

equivalent to 12.3 kg of milk. Genetic indices were higher 

for registered herds by $28.70, or roughly 104 kg of genetic 

potential over commercial herds. There was nc significant 

advantage to registered herds in actual production or prof-

itability. 

PCTYGBLS also had a significant effect on production of 

18. 5 kg per l~~ i~crease. 

affect profit measures. 

?CTYGBLS did not signi!icantly 

The use of bulls ~ith no Predicted Difference for Type 

(NOPDTBLS) was associated with less production (p = .14) and 

described significant decreases in profitability. When 

PCTYGBLS and NOPDTBLS were considered simultaneously, the 

increased use of young bulls increased the genetic index, 

while herds using more fully proven bulls (those with PDT's) 

were less dramatically superior in production and profit-

abili ty. 
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The number of art~ficial insemination organizations 

from which semen is purchased showed a 355 kg decrease (p = 
.14) in production for herds using more than one organiza-

ti on and $203 per cow less net cash income. Herds were 

grouped by either one organization or more than one organi-

zation. This difference may be caused by herds which are 

buying semen from more than one stud selecting for traits 

other than Predicted Difference for income (PD$). These 

resu.!. ts we::-e variable though. Using the actua! n~rnber of 

studs yielded similar, though less accurate results. 

Feeding 

Feeding information encompasses types of feeds, feedi~g 

practices, DHI measures and financial ir.formation. 

Traditionally, purchased feed per cow (PRCHFDPC), 

income ave::- feed cost (YRIOFC, IOFC, MY:OFC) and feed cost 

as a percentage of total expenses (PRCFDPCT, TOTFDPCT, 

DHIFDPCT) have been used as feed cost control measures. 

Analysis of variance showed a significant positive relation-

ship between PRCHFDPC and three of the profit measures. 

Each dollar (-$ l. 00) increase in PRCHFDPC was associated 

with -$ • 59 I 

CASHAVPC. 

-$. 98, -$. 48 change in NTCSHIPC, REALPRPC and 

PROFITPC was not described by PRCHFDPC. YRIOFC 

was positively associated with AVGPROD, but not with any of 



the profit measures. 

dairymen's financial 
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MYro:c, which was determined from the 

records, was positively related to 

AVGPROD and all four measures of profitability. For every 

dollar MYIOFC increased, NTCSHIPC increased ·$. 88, PROFITPC 

$. 77, REALPRPC $. 94 and CASHAVPC increased $. 74. Average 

production was 1.02 kg higher for every dollar of MYIOFC. 

TOTFDPCT described three of the profit measures, but 

did not explain REALPRPC. As previously discussed, REALPRPC 

contains large non-cash charges and was !1ot expected to 

relate to cost variables but to amount of irwestment and 

financial situation. PRCFDPCT did not relate to any of the 

profit measures, nor did DHIFDPCT. 

Regressing AVGPROD on MYIOFC and TOTF!)PC provided a 

good fit (R 2 = .40, and regressions 5.27 and 7.06). A more 

accurate model was one which described the effects of MYIOFC 

and TOTFDPCT on NTCSHIPC and CASHAVPC. Spending a larger 

percentage of expenses on feed increased income greatly as 

did increased income over feed cost as measured by the sur-

vey. Models containing DHI variables IOFC, YRIOFC and 

YRAVGTOT did not explain differences in profitability. The 

mean and standard deviation for YRIOFC were 1095 and 212, 

for MYIOFC they were 1014 and 264. While there is not an 

apparent difference between these figures, they correlate by 

only 35%, not as highly as expected. 
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Several class variables desc!"ibed one or more of the 

profit measures. Among these were MAGNETS, HMGRAIN, 

MAINFOR, BALANCE, CROPS, MIXRATN, NUMBGRPS and SUPPLEM. The 

effects of MAINFOR and CROPS were the most influential. 

Least squares means indicated that feeding hay silage as the 

main forage produces $83 more net cash income per cow 

(NTCSHIPC) than corn silage. Both of these forages were 

over $400 per cow more profitable than feeding dry hay as 

the main forage. CROPS was highly related to three measures 

of profit, but not REALPRPC. The relationship between 

NTCSHIPC and CROPS is illustrated in Figure 6. The rela-

tionship between degree of crop analysis and net cash income 

is very linear and quite dramatic. The use of rumen buf~ers 

( SUPPLEM) was related to AVGPROD, but not -co any of the 

profit measures. SUPPLEM was associated wit~ increased pro-

duction pe:?:' cow of 471 kg. It is thought that these prod-

ucts are associated with high producing herds to aid in the 

maintenance of butterfat test. However, no lower than aver-

age fat percentages were detected. This may be due to the 

feeding of SUPPLEM. Use of high moisture grains (HMGRAIN) 

was positively related to all four measures of profit. This 

is largely due to a great decrease ($196) in PRCHFDPC asso-

ciated with HMGRAIN. 
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Figure 6: Relationship of Net Cash Income per cow 
(NTCSHIPC) and degree of crops submitted for feed 
analysis. 
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The effects of magnetic or challenge feeders (MAGNETS) 

were particularly pronounced, although not statistically 

sigr..ificant. Table 17 indicates tha~ herds utilizing these 

feeders had 312 kg higher production, higher purchased and 

total feed costs and higher income over feed costs. These 

herds also had more invested per cow, a higher percentage of 

equity, mere registered cows and h.:gher incomes pe!' cow as 

defined by all 

lvlA:NFOR, CRC?S, 

four profit measures. A model containing 

MAGNETS and HMGRAIN described differences in 

NTCSH:PC ar..d CASHAVPC. MA:NFOR, H~GRAIN and CROPS, ~owever, 

were the most important va:ri.ables. R2 for this :nodel was 

.46. 

Differences were also found in machinery ar.d equipment 

invest:nent per cow (MACHEQPC) for differen~ forages. Herds 

feeding corn silage as the ;najo:::- forage had a $76 per cow 

lower investr.'lent 't.!°lan herds feeding hay si:.age and a $319 

per cow lower inves~me~t in machinery than herds feeding dry 

hay as the main forage. These differences were not statis-

tically significant. 

No relationship was found between MAINFOR and VETEXPPC, 

failing to verify a prevalent concept that feeding dry hay 

results in fewer displaced abor.1asa and metabolic disorders. 

A combination of MY:OFC, PRCHFDPC and TOTFDPCT with 

class variables MAINFOR, CROPS, 3AI:..ANCE, and MAGNETS 
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Table 17. Differences for farms utilizing magnetic or 
challenge feeders. 

Variable Without Feeders With Feeders 

AVGPROD 
AVGNUMB 
YRIOFC 
MYIOFC 

PRCHFDPC 
TOTFD?C 
INVESTPC 
?CTEQuIT 
PCTREG 

NTCSHI?C 
?ROFITPC 
REAi.PR?C 
CASHAV?C 

(N = 54) 

6,473 
80 

$ 1,091 
993 

505 
725 

7,446 
7C% 
12% 

$ 724 
753 
-98 
270 

(N = 19) 

kg 6,785 kg 
76 

$ 1,118 
1,080 

558 
792 

7,816 
81% 
28% 

$ 815 
933 

10 
391 
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explained diffe!'ences between fa:::-!':'ls in beth NTCSHI?C and 

CASHAVPC ex~remely well (R 2 > .83). Table 18 describes this 

model more fully. All variables a!'e individually signi f i-

cant. The least squares ~eans are i~te!'esting but difficult 

to interpret. Note that co!'n silage means are higher than 

hay silage means. ~hese are computed at average values of 

other variables in the model, which may not be reasonable in 

some circumstances. No analysis of crops, for instance, is 

not likely to exist with an average degree of ration balanc-

ing. These means also are adjusted to identical average 

feed costs and income over feed cost. 

galf ~aising 

The enterprise of cal! raising does not produce income 

and ~he!'e:ore was not expected tc directly relate to profit-

ability. Low vari abi 1 i ty in cal f-ra.i sing expenses ::urther 

reduces the importance of calf :::-aising tc prof~t measures. 

However, the indirect effects of calves as herd replacements 

may cause differences in profits among management regimes. 

The numbe!' of days colostrum was fed (COLOSDYS), manner 

of co:ostrum storage (COLOSTOR), and form of milk fed after 

colostrum (REPLACER) were not !'elated to production, p!'ofit-

ability, calf mortality {MORTALTY) er the difference in 

mature equivalent production bei:ween first calf heifers and 

older herdmates (IMPROVE). 



Table 10. Least squan':; menus of fecd111r. varl;ihlr.s u:;ed lo predict net ensh 
income and <'n!lli <1v<ii lahle. 

-----
Source u; Me a11 

----
MYIOFC $ • fj(i 6 Cl 

PllCflf t;PC -.655ll 0 

TOTFDPC rn . 61111 a 

CROPS 
Ho analysis 0 911'/. 5 

1 090. 1 
2 '/60. 1 

Extensive 3 68 7 •. , 

D/11.AUCE 
Uone 0 !.>66. 11 
Commercial 1 Hiil 7. 1 
Extension 3 (ill9. (l 
Combinations q 10 1)). 2 
Special 5 709.5 

M/llUFOR 
Corn Silage 0 096. 6 
flay Silage 1 e 16. 1 
Dry llay 2 '/?. 8. 0 

M/IGHETS 
No 0 767.9 
Yes 1 l.i')9. 3 

0 tiegr·esslon Coeffic lent 

NTC011ll'C 
s. E. 

$ 

ll6. 9 
(; 7 • 2 
119. 8 
56.6 

60.9 
13(i. 6 
32 • . , 
95. 2 

1)6.7 

11 ll. 0 
6?..0 
(l J. () 

5'/, 0 
56.? 

------ ----· ----
CASflAVJ>C 

l.S Mean s.t. 
·------------------· 

. '/ 138 

- • ·11195 8 

~o. 11111 a 

116 3. 9 
31>5. 5 
369.6 
11113. 3 

1 19. 1 
6011. 0 
250.8 
'j ·12 • 1 
2•10. 8 

11311 • 9 
y,o. o 
?79.2 

?99.2 
11 15. 5 

111. 0 
65.9 
63.6 
., 2. 3 

·17 • • , 
1-111.11 
'11. 8 

121. 6 
1711,5 

61. 11 
'/9. 2 

106. () 

72.8 
7 1. 7 

-...j 
a. 
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Feeding of mastitic or a~tibictic milk to calves 

(MASTMILK), with MASTALL as a covariate, showed a 708 kg 

decrease in herd average relative to not feeding masti -:.ic 

milk. 

A model containing the variables MORTALTY, RATIO, 

AGECALV and LDBLDGPC showed that decreased AGECALV and 

increased RA':'IO were most important to higher production. 

TOTCULL as a dependent variable was most affected by rate of 

rnorta:!.i ty, with cuiling increasing .79% for every 1% 

ir.crease in mortality, not as expected. T~is model did not 

describe IMPRCVE or pro=itabi~ity. 

Age in weeks at weaning (WE:k'.JING) was related to 

AVGPROD and IM?ROVE, but not to MORTALTY or profitability. 

For each week increase in weanir.g age, average production 

decreased 99 kg and the prod~c~ion o: first calf heifers Nas 

58 kg f:.irthe?:" from the older cows. Grouping weaning ages 

i.!"lto two classes (CLASWEA~), above and below eight weeks, 

showed no group differences in MORTALTY, IMPROVE, AVGPROD or 
F ... pro-i .... s. 

The type of facility for raising calves influenced 

MORTALTY. Calves raised in hutches had the lowest rate of 

mortality (9.3%), while calves raised in groups from birth 

(in cold pens) had a mortality rate 8.1% higher (17.4%). 
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Combining CLASWEAN and CALFACL2, it was noted that ear-

lier weaning was associated wi~h approximately 2% lower mor-

tality. Hutches were associated with approximately 3% lower 

mortality, with cold housing for groups and individuals 

essentially equal in mortality. The interactions are very 

interesting. Calves raised in cold housing, individually, 

with early weaning had 3. 8% lower than average mortality. 

Calves raised in cold housing, grouped from birth, with 

early weaning incurred losses 8.3% higher thar. average. All 

other cc~binations were not differen~ from average. 

!:ina:r.cial 

Fir.ancial inforreation has been used in all sections of 

this s~udy ~o evaluate dollar consequences of different man-

agement cor.ditions. NETI~CPC, NETEXPPC ar.d their interac-

ti on provided a good fit for all four profit measures and 

average production. The individual componer.ts of income and 

expense are also very interesting. NETINCPC is composed of 

SALEMKPC, BEEFPC, 0AIRYPC and M!SCINPC. :"Jilk sold per cow 

accounted for 51% of the variation in income and was twice 

as impcrtant as any other component of net income. BEEFPC 

was next in importance, being :: . 5 ti:r.es as important as 

DA!RYPC for net income. However, when cash available was 

considered, DAIRYPC was 1. 4 times as important as BEEFPC. 
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Dairy sales are indeed "the cream" of secondary receipts in 

providing additional cash. MISCINPC accounted for only 7% 

of the variation i~ income, low as expected from herds cho-

sen as dairy farms. 

On a cash available basis BEEFPC returned only $.52 for 

each dollar received. This indicates that selling more beef 

was unprofitable to the dairymen and suggests it was better 

not to raise steers for additional cash. This may vary with 

changes in ~he relationship of feed and beef prices. 

The components o: NETEXPPC are ~NERGPC, :NTPDPC, 

LABORPC, PRODCSPC, RENTPC, PRCHFDPC, VETEXPPC and M!SC~XPC. 

Total feed costs per cow (PRODCSPC plus PRCHFDPC) accounted 

for 40% of the variation in expense, 2.7 times more imper-

tant than any other component of net expense. However, 

total feed costs averaged 61% of expenses, lower than other 

s~udies have indica~ed. ~abor, storage costs a~d 

machinery depreciation were not included in feed cost calcu-

lations, nor was cost of ownership. This suggests that feed 

management and costs were fairly well controlled on the sur-

veyed farms. It also indicates, from the 40%, that feed 

costs are not as important to differences between farms as 

normally thought relative to other expenses. ENERGPC, 

!NTPDPC and LABORPC contributed equally 13 to l5% of the 

total variation in expenses. RENTPC contributed 10%, 
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MISCEXPC contributed 6% and VETEXPPC contributed 3% of the 

total variation in cash expenses. The importance of these 

components changed with each definition of profitability. 

All profits except NTCSHIPC were regressed on all 

expenses and receipts. Coefficients were known to be 

exactly 1.0 or -1.0 for NTCSHIPC, and on the surface would 

be expected to be that for ~he other profits. On all meas-

ures except CASF-1:1.VPC, ENERGEXP cost about $2. ~O of profit 

for each dollar spent. RENTFC was insignificant for all 

measures except REAL?RPC. When measured agai~st an opportu-

nity cost for owning land, each $1.00 spent on rented land 

returned $2.00 in profit. 

On a cash available basis, VETEXPPC was the only 

expense ~te~ with a posi~ive ret~rn, re~urning S.81 for each 

dollar spent. Expendit~res neasured by LABORPC and PRCHFDPC 

were both eco~o~ica: on a cash available basis. T:hey 

ret~rned -$. 75 and -$. 85 pe!" dollar spent, both signifi-

cantly highe!" than -$1. 00. INTPDPC was costly ir. terms of 

cash available, reducing cash by $1.58 for every Sl.00 paid. 

This is a logical consequence of dairymen paying higher 

interest also paying more in principal. Interest as a per-

cent of expenses (:NTPCTEX) also described CASF..AVPC. 

CASHAVPC decreased $18.36 for every 1% increase in INTFCTEX. 
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Mul~iple regression on NETINCPC, INVESTPC, DEBTPC, 

AVGINTRT and the products of DEBTPC with NET!NCPC and DEBTPC 

with AVGINTRT significantly explained average production and 

all profit measures (R2 = .29 to .52). 

DEBTPC and EQUITYPC were calculated independently. To 

verify the fit of the data, DEBTPC, EQUITYPC and their prod-

uct were regressed on !NVESTPC and yielded an R2 of . 98. 

They explained all variation in investment, as expected. 

CASHAVPC is par-:icularly interesting beca~se it can be 

used to deter:nine the debt carrying capacity of the farm. 

This debt capacity was calculated on a per cow basis ar.d 

named i)ETCAPPC (?able 19). It was computed by adding ':he 

amoun~ of debt CASHAVPC would service (FUTDETPC) for 5 years 

at 16% interest (CASHAV?C * 3.2744) to the present amount of 

debt per cow (DEBTPC). Ur.der this def:niticn, CASF-~V?C 

would service $965 and DETCAPPC was $2519. : f -:he new debt 

were computed in the same manner for a 20 year period 

DETCA?PC would have been $3461. It appears that the r~le of 

thumb, $3000 per cow, is a reasonable guideline. DETCAPPC 

will vary according to structure of current and future debt 

over time, as well as changes in interest rates. 
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Table 19. Debt capacities per cow. 

Debt S':.andard 
Variable Mean Deviation Maximum Minirr.um 

DEBTPC $1712 1345 5225 94 

FUTDETPC 1 965 1121 3634 -1926 

DETCAPPC 2519 :!.565 6177 -710 

------------- -----. --· -· -·-----·---
1Cash available per cow (CASHAVFC) amortized at 16% interest 
for 5 years. 
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Dairv Herd Imorovement Herds 

Effects of Dairy Herd Improvement (DHI) measures on 

production and profit have been reported under applicable 

subsections of milking, feeding, calf raising and breeding. 

This section will therefore be devoted to differences 

between DHI and non-DHI herds in the survey. The small num-

ber (N=l 7) of non-DHI herds makes i "t difficult to achieve 

statistical significance, however several differences are 

noteworthy. Remember that ~he randomness of non-DH! herds 

is unknown. The sources of non-DEI measures are described 

in the procedures, page 14 and 15 and Appendix II, items 121 

to 124. 

As seen in Table 20, DHI ~erds produced an average cf 

483 kg more milk per cow and nilked 15 more cows than non-

DHI herds. This higher production resulted in greater net 

cash income per cow (NTCSEIPC). Conparing the other profi~ 

measures, non-DHI herds experienced losses due to inventory 

changes and depreciation, while DHI herds gained $104 per 

cow. When an opportunity cost for investment is added 

( REALPRPC), the difference in profi tabi li ty becomes even 

greater. Investment per cow and equity per cow were higher 

in the !'lon-DHI herds, which had been opera ting one year 

longer and held 9% more equity as well. 
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Table 20. Means of selected variables for DHI and non-DHI 
farms. 

Variable DHI Farms Non-DH I Farms 
(N=57) (N=l7) 

6,669 kg 6,186 kg 
87 72 
90% 77% 
53% 29% 
20% 3% 

9.3 6.9 
530 480 
761 684 

1,052 861 
4.6 3.0 

52% 19% 
33% 0% 

8.6 9.1 

AVGPROD 
AVGNUMB 
AI COWS 
.n.!HE ! E'ER 
?CT.REG 
~L;;r:aur..Ls 

PRCH!:!)PC 
':'CT FD PC 
MYIOFC 
ANALYSIS 
SUPP LEM 
MAGNE':'S 
COLOSDYS 
MILKB:OW 
MORTALTY 

31% 1 50% 1 

RA'!'!!O 
VETEXP?C 
PCTEQUIT 
EQUITYPC 
INVESTPC 
LDBLDG 
MACHEQP 
LIVSTCCK 
CA? ITAL 
LENGTH 
N'!CSHINC 
NTCSH!PC 
PROFIT?C 
RSALPRPC 
CASHAVPC 

12 .3% 
.86 
30 
72% 

5,653 
7,494 

4CS,982 
:06,965 
159,228 
672,175 

6.8 
63,027 

758 
862 

24 
314 

11.9% 
.80 

17 
8!.% 

6,453 
7,892 

308,571 
90,500 

125,667 
527,643 

7.3 
50,771 

677 
567 

-412 
244 

1 Indicates percentage of calves fed with a r.ipple (as 
opposed to pail-feeding). 
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~HI herds used artificial i~semination more exten-

. l s1 ve_y, 90% versus 77% for milking cows and 53% versus 29% 

for breeding heifers. Non-::::>HI herds had fewer ::-egistered 

cows, ~sed a smalle::- number of bulls and had much lower vet-

erinary expenses, $17 per cow versus $30 per cow. 

DH! herds fed more purchased grain and incurred higher 

total feed costs per cow, however their income over feed 

cost (MYIOFC) exceeded the ~or.-DHI herds by $191, primarily 

due to higher milk receipts. 

DH: herds analyzed feed :r:ore oft:er., an average of 4. 6 

times per year versus 3.0 ~imes fer non-DHI herds. 

Ncn-DHI farms had 63% fewer farms using rumen buffering 

supplements (SUP?LEM) and had no mag:1etic or challenge feed-

ers, while one-third of the DHI farms ut:lized one of these 

devices. 

Calf mortality a~d days feed:ng colostrum were esser.-

tially identical for beth gro~ps of herds, but those on DHI 

mai~tained a higher ratio of replacements than the non-DH! 

he:::-ds. This higher ratio could be due to a s~orter calving 

interval for D~I herds, but information of this type was 

unavailable for the non-DH! herds. 

Fifty percent of the nor.- DH I herds fed calves with a 

:1ippie while 31% of the '.)HI herds fed in this manner, the 

remainder teachi~g calves to drink f::-om a pail. No connec-
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tion could be found between this practice and mortality 

rate. Analyses of varia!'lce showed no sig::ificant differ-

ences between DH! and r.on-DHI herds for nu~ber o: cows, pro-

duction, levels of mastitis, cows milked per hour or any of 

the four profit measures. 

Size and Product.ion Co~~arisons 

C.:)mpari.ng per cow r.e': cash inccmes (Table 21) demon-

strated tha~ differences existed for operatio!'ls of di::eren~ 

sizes and product:c!1s. Variables in Table 22. were those 

significantly a:fected by size, production, or the i!'lterac-

tion in a least squares a!'la:ysis . Small operations (coded 

.!..~, 12, and 13) increased ir.. pe~ cow income as p::-oduction 

increased. Mid-size operations (coded 21, 22 and 23) stead-

i~y decli!'led in per cow i!'lcome as production ~~creased and 

large herds (coded 31, 32 and 33) had lowest per cow ~r.come 

at moderate produc~ion, with :ow and high production be~ng 

more profitable. 

Differences in per cow profitability for different herd 

sizes indicated that scale of operation was important to 

efficient use of resources. Mid-size herds (68-87 cows) had 

higher per cow expenses for both labor and energy which 

accounted for the majority of the differences in net cash 

income per cow. 



Table 21. Least squares means of per cow ~rofitability and expenses for 
size and production categories. 

-
CATEGORY NTCSH.IPC LA DOH PC ENEHGPC PRODCSPC 
Size Prod x s. E. x S.E. x s. E. x S. L 

----
1 1 $ 4 71 98 $ 89 31 $ 91 311 $ 187 3 r{ 
12 736 11 3 711 36 1 0 1 39 355 40 
13 870 160 1U8 51 8'( 55 291 60 

21 821 113 C2 33 10 lj 36 264 40 
22 732 124 11111 39 81 lj 3 188 48 
23 308 160 280 51 319 55 213 60 

31 889 139 99 39 911 113 184 Wf 
co 
-..J 

32 778 105 126 33 8~ 36 202 40 
33 1185 160 97 51 '( 9 55 163 6 () 

---- --- ------
1categories are 10th to 30th, 40th to 60th and 70th to 90th 
percenetiles for size and ~roducliion. 

S I Z ES ( cows ) : 1 = (ll3 to 6 2 ) 2 = ( 6 8 to 8 '( ) 3 = (100 to 1?1) 
PROD (kg): 1 = (?ll50 to 6170) 2 = (6430 to 692~) 3 = (7155 to 7870) 
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Per cow costs of prcducing feed showed signi!icant 

changes with production level. The smallest and largest 

herds had higher per cow production costs at median (Code 2) 

milk production, while the mid-size herds had lowest feed 

production costs associated with median milk production. 

Percentile Comoarisons 

There were many differences between farms. ?erhaps the 

most important cor.cept was that production ca~no~ be used as 

a si~plified profi~ functior.. Expense items must be consid-

ered to determine profitability. 

'I'able 22 shows a difference o: $961 per cow per year 

for net cash income betwee~ herds above the 80th percentile 

and herds below the 20th percentiie. Milk productior. d!f-

!ered by only 469 kg, which wo~ld only account for approx!-

mately $140 additional income per cow. The remainder of the 

difference was due tc variation ir. expenses. 

Cows milked per hour were highe:::- by 14 cows for the 

:nost profitable herds. This was likely due to increased 

:ni lking au toma ti on. More profitable herds also had grea~er 

availability of replacements as measured by RATIO. 

Herds with higher incomes were in operation for an 

average of 3.6 years longer than low income r.erds and had 

attained 17% more e~jity i~ their ope:::-ations, averaging 8l% 

equity. 
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Table 22. Differences between the high and low twenty per-
cent of herds for net cash income per cow 
( NTCSHIPC) . 

Mean above Mean below 
Variable 80th perce:-itile 20th percentile 

NTCSHIPC 
FROFI~?C 

REALPRPC 
C.A,S!-iAVPC 
AVG?ROD 
AVGNUi1B 
COWS?RHR 
HRSINFL 
AI COWS 
AI:EIFER 
IMPROVE 
NUiJJBULLS 
PCTYGBLS 
WEANING 
RATIO 
MORTAL.TY 
PCTREG 
PCTEQUIT 
DAYSOPEN 
DAYSDRY 
SUCCESS 
MAS TALL 
AVGINTRT 
I.l:llVES~PC 

LENGTH 

(N = 14) 

J..226 
1286 
4:1 
T·t.. ::i -

6780 kg 
86.2 
46.0 

311 
98% 
68% 

1206 
2.0.0 
8. 4~~ 
7.4 
.92 

10.8% 
5.7% 

81.4% 
118.5 
60.7 

61% 
11.3% 

7.1% 
7470 
15.9 yrs. 

1 Significantly different (p = .001) 

2 Significantly different (p = .05) 

1 Significantly different (p = .10) 

(N = 20) 

265 
J..66 

-568 
-128 
6311 kg 
91. 2 
31. 9 

212 
89% 
44% 

406 
10.5 

6.6% 
8.4 
.76 

13.9% 
23.0% 
64.4% 

121. 8 
65.7 

58% 
17.l% 
lC.9% 
6734 
12.3 yrs. 

Difference 
(High-Low) 

+961 1 

-+-1120 1 

... 979 1 

+539 1 

+469kg 
-5.0 
14.1 1 

-+-99 3 

+9% 
+24% 

... 800 3 

-0.5 
+l .8% 
-1. 0 
+.16 2 

-3.1% 
-17.3% 3 

+17.0% 2 

-3.3 
-5.0 

+3% 
-5.8% 
-3.8% 
+736 
+3.6 yrs. l 
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Longer use of inflat.ions by almost 50% was seen in 

highly profitable herds, although 31~ hours does not exceed 

the recommendation of 20CO cow-milkings per inflation. 

Interestingly, the average for all 77 herds was 325 hours of 

inflation usage. 

Lew profit herds had less difference in mature equiva-

lent (M.E.) production between mature cows and first calf 

heifers. The average M.E. for first calf heifers was equiv-

alent and the difference was cat~sed by !1igher production 

:rom the olde:::- cows. 7hese herds alsc had over four tirr.es 

the number of registered cows. The causes of differences in 

profi tabi li ty between registered and grade herds were ::10t 

determinable (see Table 5). 

?able 23 shows that l:.igh and .:..ow production does not 

affect profitability. In fact the lowes"t production herds 

had higher FROFITPC and REALPRPC than the highest production 

herds and their ~TCS~IPC and CASHAVPC were only $71 and $20 

lower. 

Eerds with highest production had much greater avail-

ability of herd replacements with less than half the calf 

morta:!.i ty of low production herds and a large i.ncrease in 

ratio of young stock to milking cows (RATIO), 1. 00 versus 

0. 71. 
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Table 23. Differences between the high and low twenty per-
cent of herds for average milk production per cow 
( AVGPROD) . 

Variable 

AVGPROD 
AVGNUMB 
NTCSHIPC 
PROFIT?C 
REALPRPC 
CASHAVPC 
COWS?RHR 
HRSINFL 
AI COWS 
A:::HE:::FER 
IMPROVE 
l-.:ut-:BUL..L...S 
PCTYGBLS 
WEANING 
RATIO 
MORTA:::.. TY 
?CTREG 
?CTEQUIT 
DAY SOP EN 
DAYSDRY 
SUCCESS 
MAS TALL 
AVGINTRT 
!NVESTPC 
LENGTH 

Mean above 
80th percentile 

(N = 15) 

7630 kg 
73.7 

749 
627 

-461 
273 

33.6 
223 

81% 
44~~ 

1041 
7.7 

11.9% 
7.1 

1. 00 
7.9% 

22.7% 
80.0% 

112.9 
62.0 
53.4% 

9.2% 
9.5% 

9599 
15.3 yrs. 

Mean below 
20th percentile 

(N = 15) 

5218 kg 
89.l 

678 
896 

52 
253 

40.5 
465 

77% 
33% 

1164 
6.7 
5.3% 
7.9 
.71 

16.9% 
15.3% 
68.5% 

123.5 
62.0 
62.5% 
11.9% 

8.9% 
7160 
11. 5 yrs. 

1 Significantly different (p = .01) 

2 Significantly different (p = .05) 

3 Significantly different (p = .10) 

Difference 
(High-Low) 

+2412 kg 1 

-15.4 
-t-71 

-269 
-513 l 

... 20 
-6.9 
-242 

+4% 
+11% 

- l23 
+1.0 
+6.6% 
-0.8 
+.29: 
-9.0%2 

+7.4% 
+11.5% 
-10.6 

+O 
-9.1% 2 

-2.7% 
+0.6% 

+2539 2 

+3.8 yrs.J 
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Low prcduction herds had $2539 less investment per cow. 

Althcugh these herds had slightly lcwer cash flow t~an high 

production herds, when a charge fer invested capital was 

added, the low production herds were significantly more 

profitable by $513 per cow. 

Success rate in breeding was lower for high production 

herds. Although ir.creased success rate should lead to 

higher productior., high prod~ctiion i~ cows :s biologically 

competitive with high conception rates and seems to be more 

infltAential. 



CCNCLi.jS IONS 

This project demonstrated that it is possible to obtain 

large amounts of data from dairymen by use of a personal 

survey. Management surveys in the past have typically been 

conducted through 7.!i.e mail, makir.g randomness of returns 

questionable, leaving ambiguities uncla::-if.:'...ed, a:::lci allowing 

a large m.4mber of non-returns. Through perso!1al su::-veying 

these problems we:::-e m::.:iinized and complete records were 

obtained for 97% of the farms surveyed. 

The relationships of many variables were investigated. 

Relat:ior. to profitability was most strongly demor.strated by 

variabies relating to feed cost, the major expense on dairy 

farms. 

Examining all s~at:stically significant var.:'...ab:es from 

each subsection, and attempting to maximize the R2 of models 

describi:ig prof.:'...tability showed the best overall model con-

sisted of cash income per cow (NETINC?C), income minus feed 

cost per cow (MYIOFC) I purchased feed cost per cow 

( PRCHFDFC) and total feed cost as a percent of expenses 

( TOTFDPCT). ~ETINCPC and PRCHFDPC describe all of the 

income and 26% of the variation in the expenses. PRCHFDPC 
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and TOTFDPCT are cost co~trol measures. Th:s model prcv:ded 

an R2 of .86 for NTCSH:PC, .75 for CASEAVPC, .26 for 

PROFITPC and .18 for REALPRPC. DEBTPC was quite important 

to PROFITPC and REALPRPC. Once again it was reinforced that 

although production is the main contributor to gross income, 

it is not possible to predict profitability accJrately with-

cut measures of related expenses. 

'I'he variable with ::iext great.est import.ance, al though 

not included ir. the model, was average age of herd (AVGA~E), 

wi~h younger herds more profitable. 

Several character:. sties of this study require careful 

interpretatior.. These were herd records, in contrast ..... w:. .... n 

data from indiv:dual cows ur.der controlled experimental con-

ditions. ~he relationships in this study are therefore less 

precisely defined and have beer. influenced by a multitude of 

management conditions. Y!any variables are ccr.:ounded wi tl-1 

quality of management. These records also were obtained for 

only one year. The differences analyzed then represent var-

iation among herds and cannot. be interpreted as an indica-

tion of future consequences from changing the management 

within a single herd. It only delineates differences among 

dairy herds at one point. in time. 

Since feed costs have proven most important in deter-

mining profitability and because there exists a distinct 
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negative relationship between feed grown and feed purchased, 

further research i!'lvolving cropping and ferti~izing pro-

grams, acreages and soil quali cy measures must be added to 

financial measures. With the continuing high opportunity 

cost associated ·,.;i th land ownership, the balance between 

home grown and purchased feeds wi 11 be more critical in 

years to come. 

i•Iore information ::.s needed to describe ':~e amount of 

labor involved in the dairy operation. The type of owner-

ship and mechan.:..zat.ion can grea:.::..y affect: ':he arncunt of 

labor expense recorded. Future studies might determine if 

operations are sole proprietorships or corporations and 

shou~d define labor :np~':s i~ ~erms of man-hours as well as 

cash expe!1se. 

Several topics deserve ~ore concentrated efforts in the 

fu:.ure. Of particular interest is the relat.ions~ip bet:ween 

prcduct::.on and profitability. The development o: a measure 

to stabilize quality of management while ·in•Jes':igating the 

unique contributions of individual management practices 

would be of great value. Some innovative methods must be 

found to separate the effects of particular practices and 

strategies from the overall q~ality of management. Reco:::-ds 

on the same herds over several years seem most promising. 



S tJrll..:."'1A RY 

Seventy-seven randomly chosen herds were personally 

surveyed for management informat.:.on. Dairymen were ques-

tioned for : . 5 hours about mi lk::..ng systems and practices, 

feeding, reprod~ctive and genetic aspects of breeding, calf 

raisir.g 

ir.cll4ded. 

and .. _1nar.ces. Seventeen no~-DHI he?'.'ds were 

Objectives of the st~dy were to assemble data that 

described farm management practices ~ot found in DBI records 

and to relate these data to net cash income, profit, real 

profit, and cash ava:lable for investment. 

Type of milking system accounted for production differ-

ences cf 680 ~g less ~ilk fo?'.' herds milking :r. fla~barns in 

contrast to parlors. ?arlo?'.' type had no effect. Individual. 

milking practices except dry treatment, had no effect on 

percentages of rnasti tis, production per cow, or profits. 

Use of dry treatment reduced mastitis. A count of recom-

mended milking practices showed an annual increase of 246 kg 

milk per cow per practice implemented. 

Reproductive variables such as use of pregnancy checks 

and r.urr.ber of heat observations per day did not describe 
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days open, production or profit measures. Days open were 11 

days fewer ir. herds using heat detect:on aids. Optimal ages 

at first calving were found for average production, net cash 

income per cow and profit per cow. 

months, respectively. 

~hese were 35, 29 and 26 

Interactions of days open and days dry demonstrated 

that increasing days oper:, or.ce beyond 53 days dry, 

decreased prcducticn. ~owever, net cash income per cow was 

largely increased by :ewer days dry, beyond llG days 6pen. 

Below 110 days open, days dry had no influence on income and 

fewer days open was more prcfi~able. 

Feeding programs accounted for the largest portion of 

expenses and were importan~ ~o profitability and production. 

Inccme over feed cost and feed cost as a per=entage cf ~otal 

expense were most important in describing profitab:lity and 

product:on. The ~ajor forage :ed, the degree of crcp analy-

sis and the amount of purchased feed per cow all had signif-

icant effects on profits. Feeding high moisture grains was 

assoc:ated with dramatic reductions in pur=hased feed and 

was positively related to all four measures of profit. Use 

of electronic or magnetic feeders demonstrated positive 

trends in profitab:lity, though not statistica~ly s:gnifi-

cant. 
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Age o: calves at weaning was related to productior., but 

r.ot profits er mortality. Calf mortal.:. ty was ir.fluer.ced 

most by type of facility with calves in hutches having the 

lowest rate of mortality and calves raised in groups in pens 

having the highest rate. An interaction of weaning age and 

type of housing was shown to explain rate of mortality in 

youngstock, with individually raised and early weaned calves 

having 8% lower mortality than calves raised in groups and 

weaned early. 

S~andardized par~ial regress1or. coe::ic:ents showed 

that milk sales accounted for 51% of the variation in total 

income, and beef sales accoun~ed for 25%. 7otal feed costs 

accounted for 4C% of the variation in expenses, with labor, 

energy expenses and i~~erest ?aid contributing equal~y at ~3 

to 15~~- 71odels using invest:r.ent per cow, debt per cow, 

average ihterest rate and net income per cow were good pre-

dieters o: profi tabi li ty ( R2 = . 29 tc . 52). Debt capacity 

per cow, averaged across herds, !e!l between $2500 and 

$3500, depending on t.he debt structure of f:nancing and 

interest rates. 

DHI herds were 383 kg superior to non-DHI herds in 

annual milk per cow, had 15 more cows and $81 more net cash 

income per cow. :-:iese differe!"lces, however, were not sig-

!"lificant. Registered herds had 24 7 kg higher production 
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than commercial herds, but lower profitabili~y in all four 

measures. None of these differences was significant. 

Least squares means for production and size categories 

indicate decreased per cow profitability in mid-size herds 

(68-87 cows). This was due ~o significantly higher per cow 

labor and energy expe~ses. Higher production per cow led to 

more net cash income per cow except for medium-sized herds. 

Separation cf herds into 20th ar.d 80th percentiles fo~ 

product1cn ar.d net cash income per cow demonstrated large 

ranges for mar.y variabies. 
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APPENDIX I. Alphabetic ir:dex of variable names. 

Variable Appendix II Variable Appendix I I 
Name Item No. Name Item No. 

ACREAGE 110 A CLD 173 
AGECALV 138 CODE 1 
AI COW 33 COLCS:JYS 74 
AIHEIFER 35 COLOSTOR 75 
ALCPADS 26 COLOS~RS 73 
ANALYSIS 52 CONC 129 
ATO . , 

.l. .... CONCEPT 194 
AVGAGE 137 CC NC LBS 128 
AVGINTRT 181 CONTRACT 18 
AVGNUMB 125 CCRNSIL 67 
AVGPROD 133 COUNTY l 
BALANCE 57 COWSPRHR 12 
BASE LBS 90A CROPS 52A 
BEEF 100 CULLDA!R 151 
BFPCT 123 Cl!LLD!S 2.54-
3!RTHS 85 C':.JLLPROD 152 
BLEND 131 cu::..RE?RO 2.53 
BRAND REG 16A CVD 174 
BRANDSYS 4 CVHP 172 
3RDBACK 48 DAIRY 101 
BRDHEFWO 40 DAIRY?C 201 
BREDWHEN 38 DAYSDRY !49 
BREEDvffiO 37 DAYSOPEN 150 
BTRFTPCT 132 DEBTPC 202 
BYPROD 70 DETCAP?C 223 
CALFACLl 72 DHIFDPCT 207 
CALFACL2 72 DISTSUMM 60A 
CALFPROT 86 DISTWINT 60 
CAPITAL 190 DRYCOWS 58 
CASF..AVPC 178 DRYDRUG 31 
CAT 187 DRYGRAIN 59 
CELLCNT 124 DRYHAY 68 
CLAS WEAN 224 DRYING 29 
CLAW 20 DRYTRTMT 3C 

ENERGEXP 109 
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Variable Appendix II Variable Appendix I! 
Name Item No. Name !tern No. 

ENERG?C 210 MAINFOR 203 
EQUITYPC 182 ~.AST2 156 
FAT 126 M.~ST4 157 
FOM 32 rrJAST8 1S8 
FUTDETPC 222 MA STALL 179 
GDOL 226 MASTCOWS 28 
GM!LK 225 MASTDRUG 27 
GOODPRAC 180 MASTMiLK 80 
GROOVES 47 MASTRTMT 2S 
GROUPS SS MEALL..FAT 165 
HAYLAGE 69 :"-1EALLMLK 164 
~EA:'AIDS ~9 ~,.-c---"",.... .'Jl:...,..J:.,J: l!n- :01 
HEATDET 39 ViEHEFMLK :60 
HEATLOC 46 !'>iESECE'AT 163 
HEATOBS 41 MESECMLK 162 
HEA'!'R:E:C 48A M!LKFEED 76 
HEFMAST2 166 M!LKHOW 78 
HEFMAST4 167 M:LKINTl 3 
HEFlV"lAST8 168 M!LKINT2 3 
Hl"lGRAIN 71 M:LK!NT3 3 
HCWGR?D 56 M:::LKTIME 77 
HRS!:-JFL 19 MINERAL 63 
DiPROVE 204 =-1!SCEXP 108 
IN'!'PDPC 211 MISCEXPC 216 
!NTPYMT 107 :.lISCINC 102 
INVESTPC 183 MISCINPC 217 
INVFEED :is =-'IIXRATN 50 
INVLDBL::) ~16 rv!KSOL:)PC 197 
I~VLVSTK 114 MORTAL TY 83 
INV?>".ACH 91 MYIOFC 196 
IOFC 130 NETEXP 189 
LABOR 106 NETEXPPC 209 
LABORPC 213 NE:' INC 188 
LABO RP CT 221 NETINCPC 208 
LDBLDG 111 NTCSHIPC 175 
LDBLDGPC 218 NO NC OWN 122 
LENGTH 89 NONRHA 121 
LINE 6 NOPDTBLS 44 
LINEDIAM 13 NPN 62 
LIVSTOCK :!.13 NUMBCALV 81 
LPS 61 NL7.ISFDRS 54 
MACHEQP :12 NU~BGRPS SS 
MACHEQPC 219 NUMBPERS 10 
MAGNETS 6S 
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Variable Appendix I! Variable Appendix II 
Name Item No. Name I tern No. 

NUMB REG 16 S70RAGE 66 
NUMB STAL 8 STRIP 21 
NUMB STUD 42 STUDY30 88 
NUMBULLS 42A SUCCESS 159 
NUMB UNIT 9 SUPP LEM 64 
OP LOANS 90 SYSTAGE 17 
OPLNWHY 96 TEA!'D!P 24 
PARLRFED 51 TIMESFED 53 
PCTCDEBT 118 T!~ESFIX 18A 
PCTCOOP 90A TIMESM!L 2 
PCTEQUIT 98 TOT CULL 199 
FC7:iJEB~ 119 TOT!.JE3T 117 
PCTL7DET 120 TOT FD PCT 205 
FCTREG 97 TO:'FD?C 195 
?CTVSMC 908 TCWE:.S 22 
PCTYGBLS 43 TURNOVER 191 
PRCFDPCT 206 TY? EA TO 184 
PRCHFDPC 192 TYPEPARL 5 
PREGCEEX 36 TYPETRTl 45 
PRINCPC 212 :'YPETRT2 a.-_::i 

PRINCPMT 92 UDDWASH 87 
PROD 186 UNIT ::. 70 
PRODCOST ~84 UNITSREQ 227 
PRODCSPC 214 VACD!AM 14 
PRODVALU 143 VACHP 15 
PRCF!TPC 176 VACOFF 23 
PURCHFD 103 VET 34 
RA'!'IO 84 VE'l'EXP 1C5 
REALPRPC 177 VETEXPPC 200 
REFINANC 93 WEANING 82 
REFINWh"'Y 94 WEIGHDEV 7 
REG 220 YEARCONC 142 
RENTPC 215 YRAVGFAT :!.36 
RENTS 110 YRAVGMLK 134 
REPLACER 79 YRAVGTOT 146 
SALEM ILK 99 YRBFPCT 139 
SALEMKPC 193 YRBLEND 148 
S!LAGLBS 127 YRCONC 144 
SIZE 185 YRDRYFOR 141 
S'!'AL 169 YRFAT 135 
STALUNIT 171 YRFDCOST 145 
S':'ATE 1 YRIOFC 147 

YRSI;:..Las 140 
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APPENDIX II. Descrip~ior. o: variables in item number order. 

Item Nos. Subject 

1-32 Milking systems and practices 

33-49 Breeding program 

50-71 Feeding program 

72-88 Cal: Raising program 

89-120 Financia~ i~:or~aticn 

121-124 Non-DHI herd information 

125-168 DHI variables 

169-174 Classification variables 

175-227 Analytic variables 

•· ~HI nerd Code Number; (r.on-DEI herds designated by 99 in 

state code) 

2. Number of ~imes milking per day; 

3. Intervals between rnilkings; (xx.x hrs.) 

4. Manufacturer of milking system; 

1 = DeLaval 

2 = Boumatic 

3 = Surge 

4 = Bod.'Tlin 

5 = Jarnesway 

6 = Universal 

5. Type c: milking system; 
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1 = Stanchion 

2 = Herringbone 

3 = Side-opening 

4 = 2 & 3 one on each side 

5 = Rotary 

6. High or low line; 

, = Low .. 
2 = High 

iV:i lk ·,.,eigl::.ng dev.:(;es; ..., , . 
0 = ncne 

1 = jar 

2 = meter 

3 = bucke:. and scale 

4 = jar, daily 

5 = meter, da.:ly 

6 = bucket & scale, daily 

8. Number of milking stalls; 

9. Number of milking units; 

10. Number of persons milking; 

ll. Automatic take-offs; 

0 = No 

1 = Yes 

2 = Yes, but cows are rechecked by milker 

12. Cows milked per hour; 

13. Milk line size, in inches with two decimal po!nts 
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( x. xx); 

14. Pulsator line size, in inches with two decimal points 

( x. xx); 

15. Total horsepower of vacuum pumps used (x.x); 

16. Vacuum regulators; 

number of regulators 

A. manufac~uer of regulator 

l-3 = Sizes of Sentinel 

4 = Westfa~ia (small) 

5 = Surge Equalizer i! 

6-7 = Sizes of De-Laval 

8 = All sliding weight 

9 = Bouma tic 

10 = Westfalia (large) 

types 

11 = DeLaval. Servo (2 linked 

12 = Star:.te 

17. Age o: system; 

1 = <2 yrs 

2 = 2-5 yrs 

3 = 6-10 yrs 

4 = >10 yrs 

18. Frequency of system maintenance; 

1 or 5 

1 = only when breaks 

5 = contrac~ agreement 

uni <;:s) 
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A. r.umber of times per year service is required; 

19. Number of hours between inflation changes; 

20. Type of claw; 

1 = solid, vented 

2 = clear, vented 

3 = solid, unvented 

4 = clea~, unvented 

21. Cow's foremilk st~ipped & checked; 

0 = No 

, = Yes 

22. use of singie service towels; 

0 = not used 

l = used dry 

2 = used wet 

3 = - & 2 both 

4 = individual cloth towels 

23. Vacuum released be:ore removing machine; 

0 = No 

l = Yes 

24. Teats dipped; 

0 = No 

1 = Iodine dip 

2 = Glycerin/lanolin dip 

3 = Clorox 

25. Mastitis treatments; 



0 = No treatments 

1 = Treat 

2 = Treat 

3 = Treat 

first 

4 = 1 &: 3 

5 = 2 &: 3 

based on 

cli!'lical 

clinical 

detection 

6 = :, 2, &: 3 

7 = : & 2 
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cell COl..i.nt (DH!) 

masti '.:.:.s at detection 

mast.i tis 1 or more milkir.gs after 

26. Alcohol pads used prior ~o ir.tra-mammary i!'lfl..i.sions; 

0 = No 

1 = Yes 

27. Main product used for mast.itis treatmen'.:; 

0 = Gailarnyc.in 

1 = Hetacin K 

2 = :Jaricl.ox 

3 = Today 

4 = I. v. treatment 

5 = Cephalac 

6 = Forte 1700 

7 = Albacillin 

8 = vet mix (Jenocin) 

9 = Ma staid 

28. When rnastitic cows are milked; 

0 = anytime 
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1 = last 

2 = thorough sanitizing after mastitic cows 

29. Drying off; 

1 = abrupt 

2 = reduced milkings 

3 = reduced feed 

4 = 1 &: 3 

5 = 2 &: 3 

6 = : & 2 (50/50) 

30. Dry cow treatments; 

0 = no trea-::ment 

31. 

1 = selective treat 

2 = all cows treated 

:V!ain product used for 

0 = Drymast 

l = Orbenin DC 

2 = Quartermaster 

3 = Biodry 

4 ::: Dryclox 

5 = Novarnast 

6 = GoDry 

7 = Tomorrow 

8 = Cephadry 

9 Drygard 

dry treatment:; 

32. Receive Foss-o-Matic somatic cell counts; 
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0 = No 

1 = Yes 

33. Percer.t artificial breeding (cows); (no decimal) 

34. Veterinary exams; 

0 = none 

1 = problems only 

2 = complete reproductive program 

35. Percent art~ficial breeding of heifers; (~o decimal) 

36. Pregnancy checks; 

37. 

0 = no~ done 

1 = owner does 

2 = hired labor does 

3 = technician does 

4 = veter:naria~ does 

5 = 1 & 4 (30/70) 

6 = 2 & 3 (SC/50) 

7 = . & 3 (5C/50) ..I. 

Breeding cows; 

0 = not done (bull does) 

l = owner does 

2 = hired labor does 

3 = techician does 

4 = veterinarian does 

5 = l & 2 (50/50) 

6 = 2 & 3 (50/50) 
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38. When breed; 

0 = whenever convenient 

l = once daily AM 

2 = once daily PM 

3 = twice daily 

4 = once daily, noon 

5 = 1 or 2 I but not both in one day 

39. Who detects heats; 

0 = net done 

l = owner does 

2 = hired labor does 

3 = technician does 

4 = 1 & 2 

40. Who breeds heifers; 

0 = !"lot done (bull does) 
, = owner does ~ 

2 = hired labor does 

3 = tec~nician does 

4 = 0 & 1 

41. Heat detection; number cf times checks are made daily 

(9=contir.uous observation) 

42. Number of stud organizations and bulls used; 

Number of studs (9=any or all available) 

A. Number of different bulls used per year 

43. Perce~t young (rpt < 50%) bu:ls used; (no decimal) 



44. Use bulls w~th no PDT; 

0 = no 

1 = yes 
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45. Most severe descriptive trait problem in herd; (choice 

of two traits) 

1 = US (Udder Support) 

2 = RU (Rear Udder) 

3 = FU (Fore Udder) 

4 = TT (Teats) 

5 = H:. (Hind Legs) 

6 = FT (Feet) 

46. Predominant location for heat detection; 

1 = inside 

2 = on concre-:e 

3 = en dirt 

4 = 2 & 3 (50/50) 

5 = 2 & 3 (30/70) 

9 = 1, 2 I & 3 equally 

47. Concrete lots grooved; 

0 = no 

l = holding area only 

2 = entire barn 

3 = alleys but not holding area 

5 = slat~ed floor barn 

48. Begin breeding back; (days post-partum) 



A. Hea~ records; 

0 = no 

1 = yes 
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2 = only after number of days stated in item 48. 

49. Heat detection aids; 

0 = no 

1 = K-Mar 

2 = chalk 

3 = testosterone treated hei~er 

4 = al"C.ered bull 

5 = :i. & 2 

6 = 2 & 3 

7 = 2 & 4 

8 = 1 & 4 

9 = 1 & 3 

SO. Total ~ixed ration; 

0 = no 

1 = :nixer wagon 

2 = mixer wagon with scales 

3 = conveyor feeder 

51. Parlor feeding; 

C = no 

1 = yes 

52. Feed analysis; 

Number of times per year 
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A. Crops analyzed; 

0 = :i.ot done 

1 = silage 

2 = hay 

3 = mix 

4 = l, 2, 3 I & concentrates 

5 = 1 & 2 
,. = 1 & 3 & concen':rates 0 

7 = 1 & conce:i.trates 

8 = ~ & 2 & concer.trates 

9 = 1 & 2 & 3 

53. Feeding routi~e; Nur:tber of ti~es cows are fed per day 

(9 = self-feedi~g bunker); 

54. Feedir.g routir.e; Nu~ber of different peop:e who do 

feedir.g; 

55. Nu~er of feeding groups (including dry group); 

56. Deter~ination of grouping (i: any); 

0 = rando~ 

l = production level 

2 = reproductive status 

3 = production with modi!"ications 

4 = 1 & 2 

5 2 & 3 

57. Ration balancing; 

0 = none 
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l = done by feed mill or salesman (includes those who 

do not fol~ow other recommendations) 

2 = done by hired labor 

3 = done off the farm 

4 = 1 & 3 

5 = done by farmer 

58. Dry cow feeding; 

0 = left in herd 

= separated 

59. ~ry cow feeding; 

0 = no grain restrictions 

1 = restricted grain 

60. Distance to nearest waterer in winter mcnths; 

(see 60A) 

60A. Distance to nearest waterer i~ su~mer months; 

l = <SO ft. 

2 = 50-200 ft. 

3 = 201-500 ft. 

4 = > 500 ft. 

61. Use of L~quid Protein Supplements (L?S); 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

2 = dry cows only 

3 = heifers only 

4 = 2 & 3 only 
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62. Use of Non-?rotein Nitrogen (NPN); (urea); 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

63. Use of mineral supplements; 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

64. Use of o~her supplements (rumen bu:fers); 

0 = no 

l = yes 

65. Use of magnetic or challe~ge feeders; 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

66. Storage facilities :or er.siled forages; 

1 = bulk/t:::-ench 

2 = conc:::-ete upright 

3 = sealed upright 

4 = 1 & 2 

5 = 1 & 3 

6 = 2 & 3 

7 = all 3 

8 = all metal 

67. Corn s:lage based ration; (>60% DM intake) 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

68. Use of hay; 
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0 = none 

1 = <5 lbs per day 

2 = 5-10 lbs/day 

3 = >10 lbs/day 

69. Use cf hay silage; 

0 = !"lone 

l = part 

2 =main ~oughage (>50% DM intake) 

70. use of byp~oduc~s; 

0 = ::-ione 

1 = part 

2 = main roughage 

71. Use of high ~oisture grains; (>60% of concer.t=ate) 

0 = none 

1 = part 

2 = major grai~ % 
72. Where are calves raised? (choice of two types o~ 

facility); 

' = cold build:ng (pens) 

2 = warmed building (pens) 

3 = cold buildi!"lg (individual) 

4 =warmed building (individual) 

5 = hutches 

6 = counterslope 

7 = elevated stalls 
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8 = run loose until 3C days of age 

9 = contract out heifer raising 

73. Time from calving to fi~st colostrum :eeding 

( ::.n hours); 

74. How long colostrum is fed; (in days) 

75. Form of colostrum; 

l = fresh 

2 = :ermented 

3 = .:rozen 

4 = l & 2 

5 = 1 & 3 

6 = 1, 2, & 3 

76. Milk feeding; 

l = ir.div~duaily fed 

2 = group :ed 

77. Milk .:eeding; 

Number of ti~es pe~ day (9 = free access) 

78. Milk feedi.ng procedure; 

1 = nipple bottle 

2 = pail 

3 = automated feede~ 

4 = foster mother 

79. Milk feeding constituents; 

l = al: milk 

2 = mixed milk/~eplacer 
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3 = replacer (milk protein) 

4 = l & 3 alternately 

5 = 2 & 3 as available 

80. Mastitic ~ilk fed; 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

2 = bull calves only 

81. Gro~ps; Average number of ca~ves per group (after 

weaning) 

82. Weani&g; age in weeks 

83. Percent mortality; (no decimals) 

84. Ratio he~fers:cows; in decimal form (x.xx). 

85. Birt~s, where ca:ved; 

l = calving area 

86. 

2 = ir. barn 

3 = on pas~ure 

4 = 1 & 2 

5 = l & 3 

6 = 2 & 3 

Births, adminis~rations; 

1 = navels dipped 

2 = vitamins 

3 = prophylactic antibiot~cs 

4 = anti-scour vaccine 

5 = l & 2 
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6 = l & 3 

7 = 1 & 4 

8 = 2 & 3 

9 = 2 & 4 

10 = 3 & 4-

11 = 1 & 2 & 3 

12 = l & 2 & 4 

13 = ~ & 3 & 4 

14 = 1 
~I 2 I 3 & 4 

15 = 2, 3 & ~ 

87. .,. .: calves are allowed to nurse, teats washed prior ...... 

to suckling; 

0 = no 

l = yes 

88. Co-operator with VP!; (i.e., par~icipating 

in 30-herd study er similar) 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

89. How long i~ business; 

1-9 in 2-year ~ntervals 

9 = 18+ years 

90. Milk base; 

Pounds of base per month 

A. Percent co-op issued base 

B. Per=ent Virginia State Milk Commission issued base 
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91. Inve~tory change in machinery and equipment; 

92. Principa: payments; 

93. Refinanced recently; 

0 = no 

1 = ~50% 

2 = ~50% 
94. Refinancing details; 

- = within family change 

2 = previously debt-free 

o: 

3 = disas<:er loan (drought) 

4 = major capital addition 

5 = refinanced to Long 

95. Operating loans used; 

0 = no 

Term 

ownership 

1 = <10% of annual operating expense 

2 = ~:C% of anr.ua~ opera~ing expense 

96. Operating loan details; 

1 = fer~ilizer/seed 
2 = no specific purchases 

3 = fertilizer & shell corn 

4 = new operation 

5 = new equipment on short term 

97. 

98. 

Percer..t of cattle registered; 

Percent equity; 

99. Net milk sales; 
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100. 3eef & veal; 

101. Livestock for dairy purposes; 

102. Miscellaneous income; 

103. Purchased feed; 

104. Other feed production costs (fert., li~e, seed, 

custom); 

105. Vet. & Medicine; 

106. Hired labor; 

107. Interest pa::..d; 

108. ~~sc. (Insurance, taxes, breeding, supplies); 

109. Fuel, o~l, gas, elec.; 

110. Ren~s and leases; 

111. 

112. 

12.3. 

114. 

115. 

116. 

117. 

118. 

119. 

120. 

A. Number of acres rented 

Invest~ent: ~and and buildings; 

Invest~ent: Mach~r.ery and equipment; 

Ir.vest~ent: Livestock; 

Inventory change: Livestock; 

Inventory char.ge: Feed; 

Capital changes; 

Total debt; 

Current debt (<l yr); (percentage, no decimals) 

Intermediate debt (l-10 yrs); (percentage, no decimals) 

Lor.g-term debt (10+ yrs); (percentage, no deci~als) 

121. Non-DHI approximate production; (pounds per cow per 

year) 
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122. Non-DHI approximate number of cows; 

123. Non-DHI approxi~ate b~tterfat percent; (x.x) 

124. Non-DH! approximate cell count; 

125. Average number of cows in herd (DH!); 

126. Fat per cow per day (DH!); 

127. Pounds of silage per cow per day (DH!); 

128. Pou~ds of concentrate per cow per day (DHI); 

129. Cost of concentrates per cow per day (DH!); 

130. Income over feed cost per cow per day (DHI); 

131. B~end price received a~ last tes~ date (DEI); 

132. Percent butterfat at last test date (DHI); 

(~erd average) 

133. Average production per cow per year (JHI); 

134. DHI rollir.g herd average (~H:); 

135. Total herd fat production per year (DHI); 

136. Pounds oi fat per cow per year (DH!); 

137. Average age o: herd in months (DHI); 

138. Average age at first calving in months (DHI); 

139. Average percent bu~~erfat per year (DH!); 

140. Pounds of silage per herd per year (DH!); 

141. Pounds of dry forage per herd per year (DP.I); 

142. Pounds of cor.centrate per herd per year (DHI); 

143. Value of product per herd per year in dollars (DH!); 

144. Cost of concentrate per herd per year in dol~ars (DHI); 

145. Total feed cost per herd per year in dollars (DHI); 
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146. Average feed cost per cow per year (DH!); 

147. Average income ever feed cost per cow per year (~HI); 

148. Average blend price for year (DHI); 

149. Average days dry (~EI); 

150. Average days open (DH!); 

151. Percent culled for dairy purposes (DHI); 

152. Percent culled :or ~ow production (DH!); 

153. Percent culled for poor reproduction (DE!); 

154. ?ercer.t c~lled for disease (DHI); 

155. Percen~ cul:ed due to death (DEI); 

156. ?ercent of total herd with somatic cell counts of 

200,000 to 400,00C (DHI); 

157. Percent of tota: herd with somatic eel: cour.ts of 

4CC,00l to 80C,CCO (DHI); 

158. Percent of total herd with somatic cell counts 

greater than 800,000 (DH!); 

159. Percent successful breedings for year (~HI); 

160. Mature equivalent milk production for first calf 

heifers (DH!); 

161. Mature equivalent fat production for :irst calf 

heifers (DH!); 

162. Mature equivalent milk production for second calf and 

older cows (DHI); 

163. Mature equivalent fat production :or second calf and 

older cows (DH!); 
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164. Mature equivalent milk produc~ion for all cows in herd 

(DHI); 

165. Mature equivalent fat production for all cows in herd (DHI); 

166. Percent of first calf heifers with so~atic cell counts 

of 200,000 to 400,000. (DHI); 

167. Percent of first calf heifers with somatic cell counts 

of 400,001 tc 800,000 (DH!); 

168. Percent of first calf heifers with somatic cell counts 

greater than 800,000 (DH!); 

169. If n~mber o= ~ilking stalls <8 ti:en S7AL = l 

= >8 and <10 = 2 

= >10 = 3; 

170. If number of ~ilking units = <6 then 0PJ!TS = 1 

= >6 and <8 = 2 

= >8 = 3; 

171. STALU~IT = S7AL * 10 + U~ITS; 

172. If VACHP <3 then CVH? = 1 

= >3 and <5 = 2 

= 5 = 3 i 

>S and <9 = 4 

= >9 = 5; 

173. T & - ... LINEDIAM <2 then CLO = 1 

= 2 = 2 

>2 = 3 i 

174. If VACD!l>.M <l. 5 then CVD = . 
.!. 
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= 1. 5 = 2 

>:!.. 5 = 3; 

:75. NTCSHIPC = (NTCSHINC/AVGNUMB); 

176. PROFITPC = PROFIT/AVGNUMB; 

177. REALPRPC = REALPROF/AVGNUMB; 

178. CASHAVPC = CASHAVAL/AVGNUMB; 

1 79. ::VlASTALL = MAST2 + MAST4 + M.A.ST8; 

180. GCO~?RAC = TEAT~I? + TOWELS + S7RIP + ALCPADS + VACOFF 

+ iJRY':::'RTMT; 

181. Average i~teres~ rate= (INT?Y~T/TOTDEBT) * 100; 

182. Equity Per Cow= (CAPITAL * PCTEQUIT * .01)/AVGNUMB; 

183. Invest~ent Per Cow= (CAPITAL/AVG~lJMB}; 

184. TYPEATO = TYPE?ARL * 10 + ATO; 

185. S~ZE = (see pages 12 & 13 for des~ription) 

186. ?ROD = (of t~ese two variables) 

187. CA~= s:ZE * 10 + FRCD; 

188. NET!NC = SALEMILK + BEEF + DAiRY + ~ISCINC; 

189. NETEXP = PuRCHFD + ?RCDCCS~ + VE~EX? + ~ABOR + INT?YMT 

+ MISCEXP + ENERGEXP + RENTS; 

190. CAPITAL = LDBLiJG + MACHEQP + LIVSTOCK; 

191. TURNOVER = NETINC/CAPITAL; 

192. ?RCHFDFC = PURCHF~/AVGNlJMB; 

193. SALEMKPC = SALEM!LK/AVGNUMB; 

~94. CONCEPT= (l/SUCCESS) * 100 = (number of se~vices/con

ception); 
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195. TOTFDPC = PRCH~DPC + (PRODCOST/AVGNUMB); 

196. :1\'IOFC = SALEMKPC - ~OTFDPC; 

197. MKSOLDPC = PRODVALU/AVGNlJivlB; 

198. BEEFPC = BEEF/AVGNUMB; 

199. TOTCULL = CULLDAIR + CULLDIED + CULLDIS + CULLPROD 

CULRE?RO; 

200. VETEXPPC = VETEXP/AVGNUMB; 

201. DAIRYPC = DA!RY/AVGNUMB; 

202. DEB~PC = ~CTDE3T/AVGNUMB; 
203. MAINFOR = 0 = r.o one ~ajor forage 

1 = corn silage main forage 

2 = haylage as main forage 

3 = at least 5 ~bs. dry hay in ra~ion; 

204. !~PROVE = MESE:MLK - MEHEFMLK; 

205. TOTFDPCT = TOTFD?C/NETEXPPC; 

206. PRCFDPC~ = ?R~EFDPC/NETEXPPC; 
207. DHIFDPCT = YRAVGTOT/NETEXPPC; 

208. 

209. 

210. 

211. 

212. 

NETINCPC 

NETEXPPC 

ENERGPC 

DJTPDPC 

PRINCPC 

= 
= 
= 

= NET I NC/ .'A. VG NUMB; 

= NETEXP/AVGNUMB; 

ENERGEXP I A VGNL,.MB; 

IN'!PYMT/AVGNUMB; 

PRINCPMT/AVGNUMB; 

213. LABORPC = LABOR/AVGN"JMB; 

214. PRODCSPC = PRCDCOST/AVGNUMB; 

215. RENTPC = RENTS/AVGNUMB; 
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216. MISCEXPC = NISCEXP/AVGN1.;MB; 

217. M!SCINPC = MI SCINC/AVG~'l.JMB; 

218. LDBLDGPC = LDBLDG/AVGNUMB; 

219. r-"i.ACHEQPC = MACEEQP/AVGNUMB; 

220. REG = If PCT REG < 50 = 0, if PCTREG > so = , . 
~I 

221. LABORPCT = LABORPC/NETEX?PC; 

222. FUT~ETPC = CASHAV?C multiplied by amortization factor; 

223. JET:APP: = DEBTPC + F~TDETPC 

224. CLASWEA..'\ = If WEANING < B= 0, if WEA.."'JING > 8 = l; 
225. GMi:K = (~SDA Cow !ndex herd average) * 2; 

226. GDOS = (USDA Cow Index herd average) * 2; 

227. UN!~SREQ =(CONCEPT* 2/((90 - MORTALTY)/100)) * 

(1/((100 - (~CTCULL - CD~REPR0))/100)); 
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APPENDIX III. Letter of initial contact. 

COLI.EGE OF AGiUCIJI.nJ!U! AND Ul'l! SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STA TE UNIVERSITY 

Oct. 28,1980 

Dear 

! am a graduate student at VPI&SU in the department of Dairy Science. 

am working on a de-;iree in dairy herd management ·..iith Or. Mike McGi11iard 

in cooperation '"'ith Or. Dave Kohl, Ag Economics. 

We are looking at many different management practices in an attempt 

to identify practices associated with changes in profit. To do this 

we need to gather infonnation from herds who are willing to visit with 

us one time for about an hour. The information obtained from this study 

will not be associated with any particular herd and no records from 

any individual dairyman will ever be identified. The records will be 

computerized and all farm identification will be scratched. 

Once the results have been sU11111arized, all cooperating dairymen 

will receive a copy. 

During the next month or so, I will phone you to discuss whether 

you would be willing to participate in this study by sharing with us 

some of the management practices you use on your farm. We would ar-

range a time which would not interfere with your work. Your assistance 

is greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

William Zweigbaum 
Research Assistant 
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APPENDIX IV. Letter of thanks to participating herds. 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTIJRE AND LIFE SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

DEPARTMENT OF DAIRY SCIENCE t70~l %i-6HI 

Dear 

I have comple1:ed the management survey which you par· 

ticipated in. 

The response from dairymen around the state was excep· 

tional and therefore it was not necessary to interview all 

of the dairymen originally contacted. All dairymen will 

receive a sUllllllary and interpretation of the results as soon 

as available. 

As mentioned, dairymen were most cooperative, with over 

90% providing all of the requested information. This close 

working relationship between dairymen and their state univ· 

ersity is very gratifying and allows us to produce quality 

research in the field of dairy management. This will ben· 

efit the Virginia dairy industry. Thank you again for your 

assistance in these efforts. 

Sincerely, 

William Zweigbaum 
Research Assistant 
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APPENDIX V. Letter of thanks to alternate herds. 

COLLEGE Of AG!UC!JLnIRE ANO LIFE SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

DEPAllTMENT' Of DAIRY SOENCE (7!1n 961 ·M\I 

Dear 

I have completed the management survey which you received 

a letter about some time ago. 

The response from dairymen around the state was excep· 

tional and therefore it was not necessary to interview all 

of the dairymen originally contacted. All dairymen who were 

not interviewed will still receive a summary and interpreta· 

tion of the results as soon as available. 

The survey covered in detail the" areas of milking sys· 

terns, milking practices, breeding programs, feeding programs, 

calf·raising programs, housing, facilities and financial 

situations. 

As mentioned, dairymen were most cooperative, with over 

90% providing all of the requested information. This close 

working relationship between dairymen and their state univ· 

ersity is very gratifying and allows us to produce quality 

research in the field of dairy management. This will ben· 

efit the Virginia dairy industry. Thank you again for your 

assistance in these efforts. 

Sincerely, 

William Zweigbaum 
Research Assistant 
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APPENDIX VI. Letter to all herds with summary of initial results. 

COLLEGE OF AGPJCULTIIIU! AND Ufl! SCI£NC£S 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

DEPAllTMENT OF DAIRY SCIENCE (70~\ %1-6331 

September 8, 1981 

Dear 

The data from the fann management survey have been comoiled and while 
there is still a great deal to analyze, I do have a lot of interesting 
infonnation to report. The findings, though not completed, are 
already too numerous to list, so instead r have prepared a summary of items. 
'.~ike McGi11iard, Dave Kohl and I will continue to analvze these data 
through the fa 11 • · 

The average dairyman in this survey milks about 81 cows, with an 
interval of 11 .0 hours between morning and evening milkings and 13.0 
hours during the night. Parlors were the most conman type of milking 
system and accounted for 84% of the systems. Herringbone parlors 
were more prevalent and accounted for about 60% of the parlors, 
while side-ooenings accounted for about 40%. Oouble-3, double-4 and 
double-6 were the most common sizes and were found about equally. The 
dairies averaged 6 milking units, as many of the fanns use one unit for 
two animals in parlor milking. Milking labor averaged l .7 employees 
during each milking and milked an average of 37 cows per hour. 
The farms also averaged 325 hours of milking between inflation changes. 
This corresponas very well to reco11111endations that inflations be changed 
approximately every 2000 cow-milkings. 

The dairies in the survey bred 83% of their cows and 49% of their 
heifers artificially. They checked cows for heat an average of 3 times 
a day and generally were not breeding any cows until 50 days after calving. 

Eight-five percent of the herds parlor-fed grain to the milking herd 
and fed forages an average of 2.5 times per day. 

Calves were weaned at an average of eight we~ks. The mortality rate 
for young stock was 12~ and there were 86 heifers and female calves for 
each 100 milking and dry cows. This indicates strong opportunities for 
herd improvement through culling. 

Total farm assets averaged $665,000 for the farms in the survey. 
This represents assets {investment) of over $8000 per cow. This is 
considerably higher than the "rule of thumb" we have followed in the 
past and represents a tremendous non-cash expense to dairymen in the form 
of interest which could be made ff this money were invested elsewhere. 
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Approximately $400,000 of this investment is in land and buildings. 
Another $110,000 is invested in machinery and equipment to run the dairy 
and $155,000 is the average value of livestock and base. 

In approximately one month a. revised Dairy Guideline "Let Your 
Budget Be Your Guide" will be available. This guideline incorporates 
more of the survey's information regarding the income and expenses of 
a dairy operation. 

The survey also included information collected from 18 non-OHI herds. 
These herds averaged five fewer cows and production per cow was approx-
imately 1600 pounds lower than the OHIA herds. At this time we have not 
attempted to identify the sources of these differences. 

If you have any questions regarding this study or if I can be of 
any assistance to you, please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

'Iii 11 iam Zwei gbaum 
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RELATIONSHIP OF MANAGEMENT FACTORS TO DIFFERENCES IN 

PROF!TABIL!TY AMONG VIRGINIA DAIRY FARMS 

by 

William Herman Zweigbaum 

(ABSTRACT) 

Seventy-seven randomly chosen herds were personally 

surveyed for management information. Dairymen were 

questioned for 1. 5 hours about rr.i lking systems and 

practices, feeding, reproductive and genetic aspects of 

breeding, calf raising and ... ... i!'lances. Seventeen non-DE! 

herds were included. 

Objectives o= the study were to assemble data that 

described farm management practices not found in DHI records 

and to relate tr.ese data to four measures of profitability. 

Type of milking system accounted for production 

differences of 680 kg less milk fer herds milking in 

flatbarns in contrast to parlors. Parlor type had no 

effect. Dry cow treatment reduced mastitis. A count of six 

recommended milking practices showed an annual increase of 

246 kg milk. per cow per practice implemented. 

Optimal ages of first calving were found for average 

production, net cash income per cow and profit per cow. 

These were 35,29 and 26 months, respectively. 

Genetic indices failed to explain differences in 

production or profitability. Feeding programs accounted for 

the largest portion of expenses and were of great importance 



to profitability and production. Income over feed cos~ and 

feed cost as a percen~age of total expense were most 

important, with major forage fed and degree of crop analysis 

having significant effects on profi~s. 

Models using investment per cow, debt per cow, average 

interest rate and net inco~e per cow were good predictors of 

profitabi:ity (R 2 = .29 to .52). 

DH::: !":erds were 383 kg s~perior to non-DH! herds in 

annua: milk per cow, had :s more co~s and sa: rr.ore net cash 

income per cow, r.one sig~ificant. Eigher prcduc~ion per cow 

led to more net cash i~come per cow except for medium-sized 

herds. 
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